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S'LiMMARY 
TIle principle object of the present work is to present a general 
treatment of compressible flm'T i n ejectors with friction in the 
mixing tube included. A secondary object is to show the application 
of the flow theory to the calculation of the effect of ejector 
addition on thrust of Jet -propelled airplanes and missiles. ~ne 
calculatiens made did not ex_lore the ejector possibilities completely 
but covered a feiy ceno5tions that "Tere considered approprlate to 
modern turbojet and r am -jet airplanes and missiles . Applications to 
some other problems are also brief:y discussed . 
The general treatment of compressible flew in ejectors led to 
a theory ili th certain limitations ,yhich permits calculation of physical 
condi tions in ejectors for ve,rying geometries for any set ef flm\/' 
actuating conditions . Certain assumptions, for . example, the assumption 
of perfect mixing of the fluids in the eJecter are of questionable 
validity. For practical purposes, hOiVever, it is thought that satis-
factory agreement betv,een the theoretical condl tions and experimental 
results will be obtained . The general theory can be applied to any 
problem concerned 'Hi th pumping or thrust aU[;lllentaticn to bo obtained 
threugh use of ejectors . 
The exp10ration of the advantage to be gained through use of 
ejectQj.~s , whose geometry i'Tas varied to obtain ideal conditions through 
the flight range, to av~ent the thrust of jet-propulsion units fer 
the limited range of conditions .used in the calculations, show'ed that 
generally at take-off but otherwise only in isolated instances for 
certain combinations of flight and ongj.ne conditions vTaS the thrust 
inereased . It Has determined that ,-,hen an ejector with a nozzle at 
the mixing-tube. oxi t i-laS add.ed to a ram-jet installation operating 
at supersenic flight speeds for the direct purpose of cooling or 
boundary-layer control, good thrust augmentation I'Tas obtained as an 
indirect result . For the direct purpcse of thrust augmentation, 
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however, more thrust wae obtained with a large ram-jet installation 
wi thout an ejector whose mass flow rate was eClual to the sum of the 
primary and secondary fIm., rates :In the ejector settt]? In the 
calculations it was necessary to rule out certain solutions that 
were cOlwidered physically impossible and for which vory optimistic 
thrust augmentation results were obta1nE3d. Previously reported 
optimistic calculated results of other investigations very probably 
are based on such physically impossible solutions. 
nrmODUCTION 
The ejector is an aerodynamic device that has offered possibilities 
of improvament of the performance of airplanes by its application. 
Much interest has been shown by aircraft designers in recent years in 
the use of ejoctors fitted to the exhaust stacks of reCiprocating 
engines -and in the tail pipes of jet engines for thrust and cooling 
augmentation. The principle involved in the case of thrust augmentation 
is as follows: Thrust is equal to mass of fluid flowing times the 
change of velocity of the fluid from the free stream to a position 
where the fluid -iSSuing from the jet has again a static pressure equal 
to that of the free stream. The kinetic energy wasted in the wake 
diminishes as the -mass flow engaged increases, with consequent increase 
in propu~sive efficiency. ~llien the gain in propulsive efficiency 
through engaging additional air by ejector action exceeds the loss of 
efficiency in the ejector itself, thrust is augmented. The prinCiple 
of the ejector as a cooling augmentation device is that transfer of 
momentum from a -high-velocity exhaust-gas jet to low-velocity air 
creates an action on the Iow-veloci ty air such that it is pumped frcm 
a low-pressure to a high -pressure region at -the ejector -exi t. The 
low-pressure region is the space behind an engine, -the reduction of 
pressure in the space caUSing more cooling air to flow across the 
engine than if the ejector is not used. An example of an ejector 
placed at the exit of a nozzle downstream of an engine- for thrust-
augmentation purposes -is illustrated in figure 1 for a typical jet-
propelled airplane. 
Many investigations, both analytical and experimental, have been 
made for the purpose of determining the performance of ejectors. M9St 
of the investigations have been made for the pUrpose of determining 
the pumping effect of eject'..>-rs; actua149. by internal combustion engine 
exhaust gases, on the cooling air. The complexity of the problem is -
such, however, that assumptions made regarding friction and compressi-
bili ty have limited in one way or another the applicability of the _-
various theories evolvod. The underlying principles of thrust 
- I 
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augmentation were set forth by Schubauer as -early as 1933 (referenoel), 
together with the results of low-speed wind-tunnel tests of small-
scale jets. Schubauer observed that the thrust augmentation diminished 
wi th increasing flight speed , and. concluded from his tests that the 
augmentation was insufficient to permit jets to compete with propellers 
at the flight speeds of that period. ' Flugel (refer ence 2) developed 
a theory for the design of jet pmnps which checked well with bis 
expel'imental results in the renge explored. Jacobs and Shoemaker 
(reference 3) , from static thrust measurements of a Melot type thrust 
augmentor, arrived at substantially the' same conclusions as Schubauer. 
Lee (reference 4) presented. a theory due to Keenan and pointed out 
that static thrust increases as high as 80' percent vTere theoretically 
possible . The same reference reports a 35-percent augmentation of 
exhaust- stack thrust obtained with ejectors fitted to a Pratt & Whitney 
R-1830 engine . Morrisson (referenc e 5) also in model tests noted large 
augmentation of static thrust when the induced air stream r eached the 
ejector at about atmospheriC pressure and. with negligible velocity. 
When the approach pressure or velocity of the induced air stream 
increased , the augmentation of thrust fell off rapidly. In Great 
Bri tain, A. R . Howell, B. H. Slatter, and W. Bailey obtained similar 
findings substantiated by a limited nunilier of tests, based on a more 
comprehensive theory than those of others . Their theory indicated 
that tests with unheated actuating jets would not properly simulate 
condi tions with a heated jet, and experiments demonstrated that static 
thrust augmentation diminished as the temperature of the actuating 
je t was elevated . Reappearance of substantial thrust augmentation at 
very high flight speeds was another outcome of this analYSiS, the 
theory shm'Ting augnentation as high as 400 percent . Nevertheless , 
the authors did not stress this point, and concluded that practical 
ejector thrust aug~entation could be obtained only at very low speeds. 
For fli&~t in the t ransonic and supersonic speed. range, where 
the more comprehensive theor ies suggested but for which experiments 
are lacking to confirm the possibility of substantial thrust augmentation, 
the Simpler analyses were inapplicable . The solution of this problem, 
together with that of the design of ejector pumps for the same high 
fli ght speeds, requires an analysis of the aerodynamics of the ejector, 
suffiCiently comprehensive to apply without limitations on speed of 
flight or internal a ir flow. The present report contains such an 
analYSiS, together 'Ti th a study of thrust augmentation sufficient to 
demonstrate its application and indicate same of the more important 
trends . The method of application of the theory of flow in the 
ejector to the problem of cooling augmentation for a continuous jet 
is also briefly discussed as another application of the analysis. 
In the development of the theory, the aSffUmption of complete 
mixing of the air and the gas in the ejector mixinB tube was made. 
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The assumption of no losses in the duct and nozzle systems feeding 
the primary and sec~ndary air to the ejector was also made in order 
to determine whether under ideal conditions thrust augmentation 
would be obtained and to dismiss the system losses from the theory 
because it is another problem. Friction in the ejector, however, 
was considered. Calculations were made, using the theory, of the 
thrust increase at a feyT condi tiona that are considered appropriate 
to turbojet airplanes and ram-jet alrplrules and missiles. The range 
of conditions chosen was considered sufficient to demonstrate the 
application of the theory to this particular problem. The results 
of the calculations are presented in curves given in the report . 
SYMBOLS 
A sketch of the jet system illustrating the symbols used herein 
1s given in figure 2. The supersonic nozzle at the miXing-tube exit 
is shmm with broken lines to symbolize the fact that the ejector 
may be used 1vi th or without the nozzle. 
A cross-sectional area, square feet 
speed of sound in air, fee~ per eecond~ = 49 vr.r~ 
cp specific heat of air a t constant pressure, Btu per pound per DF 
cv spec ific heat of air at constant volume, Btu per pound per qr 
d diameter of mixing tUbe, feet 
f fric t ion factor (f = o.o49/(Re)o.2) 
g ratio of absolute t o graVitational unit of mass, pounds per 
slug (32.17) 
H absolute total pressure of flUid, pounds per square foot, absolute 
J mechanical equivalent, of heat, foot-poundo/Btu, (778) 
2 length of mixing tube, feet 
M Mach number (via) 
m mass rate of flow of fluid, slugs per second 
------ - ---.. -.-----------~~-~--------~--~---~-_--./ 
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p absolute stat.ic pressure of fluid, pounds per square foot, 
absolute 
q dynamic pressure of fluid , pounds per square foot 
R gao constant for air, foot-pounds per of per pound (53 .33) 
r pressure-rise ratio from free stream to jet-unit exit (~u/Ho) 
(for 100 percent efficiency of diffuser at jet-unit inlet, 
r equals pressure-rise ratlo across jet unit) 
T absolute temperature of fluid, ~ absolute 
V velocity of fluid, feet per second 
X r atio of secondary-air flow area at mixing- tube ip~et to area 
at jet-nozzle exit (Aa/Aj) (Aa + Aj = area of mixing-tube 
cross section) . 
I ratio of specific hea ts of air (Cp/Cv),(1.4) 
8 ratio of mass of a j.r flo'ving to me.ss of gas flowing with 
ejector (ma/mj) 
p density of fluid, slugs per cubic foot 
¢ ratio of thrust with ejector to thrust wi thout ejector when 
.mass of gas mj flowing is ' same in both c~ses and ejector 
¢' 
6'1' 
Re 
exit pressure equals pressure of atmosphere 
ratio of thrust with ejector to thrust witil0Ut ejector when mass 
of gas ' mj flowing is sa.me in both cases but ejector exit 
pressure does not equal pressure of atmosphere 
static-pressure loss in mixing tube caused by friction, pounds 
per squa.re foot 
temperature rise in combustion chamber of ram jet, ~ 
denotes increment 
Reynolds number in mixing tube 
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Subscripts: 
a refers to conditions of air at mixing-tube inlet 
b refers to back pressure conditi~ns in tank at ejector exit 
d refers to conditions at discharge of nozzle placed downstream 
of mixing tube 
e refers to conditions at exit of straight circular mixing tube 
j refers to conditions at jet-nozzle exit wi t h ejector 
jF refers to conditions a t jet-nozzle exit without ejector 
(free jet) 
n refers t o cond.i Uons at jet-nozzle minimmn section '\-Then 
supersonic flow occurs in nozzle 
o refers to free-stream. c'onditions 
s refers to stagnation temperature 
t refers to conditions at mixing-tube nozzle minimum section 
when supersonic flow occurs in nozzle 
u refers to conditions at exit of jet unit (upstream. of jet-
nozzle exit) 
GENE:RAL TREATMENT OF COMPRESSIBLE FLOW IN EJECTOR 
A diagrammatic sketch of a typical ejector is shown in figure 2 
from which it is possible to obtain a brief conception of the flow 
processes involved in an ejector. In the example sho'\-m, primary 
augmentation gas is flowing through the central nozzle and secondary 
air is flowing t hrough the 8lmular space around this nozzle. The 
two flows come together at the mixing-tube inlet and mix in the tube 
shown, the primary air giving up energy to the secondary air and 
causing the latter to flmv through the system. The nozzles and the 
mixing tube are circular and the latter is also- cylindrical. The air 
and gas mixture either discharges at the mixing-tube exit or flows 
t hrough a circular nozzle at the mixing-tube exit, as shown in 
figure 2, and then discharges. The development of the basic relations 
involved in the flow through such a system will be the purpose of 
t he analysis of this report. 
----------~--------------------------------------~-------------j 
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Easic Rela tiona 
Assumntions.- Several assumptions are made in the development 
of the analysis as follovs: 
1. Reversible adiabattc expansion from jet-unit exit to 
jet-nozzle exit, from free-air stream to secondary-air nozzle 
exi t (her einafter called mixing-tube inlet nozzle ), and from 
mixing-tube exit to mixing-tube exit nozzle discharge ; or 
symbolically Hj = flu, TjS = Tus ' Ha = Ho, Tas = Tos, 
Hd = He' Tds = Tes· 
2 . Uniform velocity and pressure at inlet of mixing-tube 
exit nozzle and exits of inlet nozzles. (If no nozzle is used 
at mixing-tube exit,assumption still applies to mixing-tube 
en t.) 
3. Complete mlxlng of air and gas before reaching the 
mixing-tube exit and no heat transfer across the boundary of 
the mixing tube. 
4. Air ~roperties are applicable to gas and to gas and 
air mixtures . Values of cp and y used are constant and 
equal to 0.24 and 1.4, respectively. 
Assumption 1 pos t ul ates frictionless , shockless flow which practi-
cally can never be ob t ained . The assumption was made to simplify the 
problem and to a.etermine the thrust augmentation for ideal conditions. 
In general, at supersonic flight speeds it would be expected that it 
would be difficult to design low loss ducts and nozzles in which the 
velocity is required to diminish appreciably . 
Cond1 tj,ons i n ml:l(J~l}g tube .- Three fundamental equations - the 
conservat::l.0U of ener gy, t he conversation of momentum, and the 
conservatiGTl of mass eqllations - are used to determine the co:c.(Utiorn 
at t he mi::,;:L"'l,g- tt~-O .3 exit i n terms of condtt~ f):-JrJ :3.1:. t he m~. :x:j.r:B- t ube 
inlet . AI-.~lyiJ.1.£ the 1.: w of c ,nse:r·1C3. 7,ion r:'f en ECt7;T w.o. w'i th 
assumptions 2 , 3, EU.lll 1+, the :?ol lo"l..'1g eCf.lcltic:l call 1'0 bet' 1.:p: 
(1) 
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Applying the law of conservation of momentum between the inlet 
and the exit of the mixing tube, friction on the inside surface 
of the mixing tube being included, and with assumptions 2 and 3, 
the following equation results: 
All previous work has been -based on the assumption of uniformity of 
pressure across the mixing-tube inlet (Pa/Pj = 100). The pressure 
ratio . Pa/Pj' however, can have a range of values depending 
upon the upstream-nozzle design except for the case of both Mach 
numbers at the inlet being subsonic for wh~·J~:.1 case it 1s expected 
that Pa/Pj would be equal to 1.0. 
From the law of conservation of mass it is evident that 
Various supplementary equations are needed before the solution 
of equations (1), (2), and (3) for cond.itions at the mixing-tube 
exi t can be obtained. From the law for ideal gases the temperature 
at t he miXing- tube eixt can be shown to be 
(4) 
Applying the laws of friction in pipes to the mixing tube, the 
friction pressure drop in equation (2) can be shown to be approxi-
mately represented by the follovring equation: 
6Pf ~ 2f 7, V me 
= -d a f1 + A 
.'8, j 
( 6Pf Equation 5) comes from the relation --- equals 4f 7, for 
q d' 
which f is empirically determined as O.049/(Re)002. Equation (5) 
is an approximation because Va the velocity of the air at the 
mixing-tube inlet is used in place of the average velocity of the 
mixture in the whole tube. The air velocity was used because of 
lack of knowledge of the mixing process taking place. It was 
I -
---~- --~-- .-------~- --
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determined that the friction term made little difference in the 
thrust-augmentation results except for very small tube sizes at 
extremely high velocities so that such an assumption will lead to 
little error in most cases . 
9 
The Mach numbers at the inlet and. en t of the mixing tube can 
be obtained from the following equations: 
(6) 
(8) 
The mass rates of flow of aiT and gas at the mixing-tube inlet 
can be determined from the equations 
1) (9) ma := PaVaAa = -.:..!L. V A gRTa a a 
mj = PjVjAj 
_2L (10) 
- gRT VjAj j 
The fLnal equations are set up with dimensionless parameters 
and for convenience the following substitution or change of variable 
is applied: 
(11) 
From equations (1) through (11) and the relation JCp/R = Y/(Y - 1), 
the static pressure and Mach number at the rniY5ng- tube exit can be 
determined in t erms of conditions at the inlets . The resulting 
equations are: 
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:p = (p ) (--L-)/--1-) A ± VI 'lA2 - 2(y + l)~l (12) 
e a y + 1 \X + 1 J 
M 2 = LA .:; V,·lA2 · - 2{Z + JJ1L 
e 
yA ± y/y2A2 - 2(y + l)B 
(13) 
where 
(14) 
It should be noted that when the plus sign is used in equation (12) 
the minus sign sfloull be used in the" numerfltO"l:' and the plus sign should 
be used in the denominator in eqw tlon (13) , and vice versa. 
From. a kno'...rl edge of the static v('es:31:I'e M.d !-lach number at the 
miY.ins-ttU~a ex~ t., as ceterrn.:"ned. lJj' oq,,' .. ';. ' :.1.')};.B (:2 ) and. (13), respectively, 
it 18 pO~IBi"':Jle ' f;'on t:: .. e laws of cvr~:;::·e8 .~ ,..i ble 1'.:!..0W to obtain the total 
pres sure a t the mixing- tube exi t • 'rne relation is 
A C"tJ7Ve of l-1ach numb,::!' M. V'e~' S".8 plY.. has8'.i on tJ1is equation is 
giv€.n in f :.gure 3. £so from compressible flow I'elations 
Te.§. _ 1 + L..:...l 2 
T - 2 Me e 
(17) 
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On the basis of equations (1), (6), (7), (8) , (17), and the relation 
r (18) r ,-'i 
1 t can be sho'Y1!l that 
Tes ::: _1_ re Ta (1 + L.::..-1 Ma2'\ + (1 + L:.-l Mj2~ (19) 
T j e + 1 I TJ 2 ) \ 2 ) 
' -
Equations (16), (17), and (19) permit calculation of the required 
stagnation conditions and temperature at the mixing-tube exit from 
the pressure Pe and Mach nuulber Me at the exit and conditions 
at the mixing-tube inlet . The tel~ e in equation (19) is the 
r atio of mass flows of the fluids ma/mj and may be Slllply determined 
to be 
(20) 
In order to show the nature of the solution of equations (12) 
and (13) consider the trivial case in whi'.~h (1 ; tJ.":'.e r ressure across 
the mixing- tube inlet is lUliform (p j '" Pa ), (2; the gas at the jet 
has undergone neither heat addition nor j n~rease of total pressure, 
and ( 3) the flo'¥l is f:d 0ti 8111ess ; that is, t'le sene fl f.lid passes 
through both nozzles ['.11c1. fr:Lction 1s neg] e o-i;e,!o 'lile net res'lll t in 
the miring t'.;.be is meroly the frictionless fl,)w of a fluid in a tube. 
Equations (J.2 ) and (13) then reduce to the CO;'\11Ilon forms gi ,'en in 
many references (see reference 6, for example) 0 The soh:tion results 
in four roots for Mach number at the mixing-tc;.be exit, two of which 
can be e1:Lrl'.inated. 'because they are n egative, and two roots of pressure . 
The two 1'oo';:' s of pressure are 
and 
Pe ::: Pa 
Pe = P (_,gL M 2 - :L:_l) a r + 1 a r + 1 
(21) 
(22) 
12 
For the condition given by equation (21), 
Me = Ma 
and for that given by equation (22) . 
Ma 2 ( r - 1) + 2 
2yMa
2 
- (r - 1) 
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(24) 
Equations (21) and (23) re?resent merely the triy:i,fl.l:.solutions 
in which the downstream flow is identical "1i th the upstream flow. 
Equations (22) and (24) will be recognized as the normal shock 
equations, which obviously also represent a solution because the flow 
on the two sid.es of a normal shock fulfill the basic momentum, mass, 
and energy equations (equatjons (1), (2), 8nd (3)). In general , 
solut ions of equations (12) and (13) for · he ejector nontrivial cases 
similarly result in four roots for Mach number at the mixing-tube 
exi t , two of which cen be elirn.inated as j.n the case just noted, the 
remaining tvo bej.ng rela t.ed by the normal- shock equations. Further 
discussion of these two physically significant solutions will be 
given in a later section of the renort. 
Conditions at exit of mixing-tube nozzle.- Under conditions to 
be discussed lat.er, eff1ciency is improved by use of a subsonic 
diffuser or a supersonic nozzle (as indicated in figs. 1 and. 2) at 
the exit of t he mixing tube. Equations for the cond::..tions at the 
exi t of such a nozzle or diffuser will now be developed. 
For t;>urposes of calculation, the nozzle or diffuser at the 
mixing- tube exit can be assumed to have fixed dimensions for which 
the static pressure at the nozzle exit Pd will, vnthin limits, be 
fixed by the upstream conditions, or the pressure Pd can be fixed 
and the nozzle assumed to be so proportioned that this pressure is 
obtained for given upstream conditions. The latter method is used 
in this report. Knowing Pd and if isentropic flow is assumed 
through the nozzle, the following equations relate conditions at the 
mixing-tube exit with those at the nozzle exit : 
and 
M2 d = --L ~(l + r r - 1 L\ 
-J 
(26) 
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The determination of the Mach number and temperature at the miXing-
tube ex! t-nozzle discharge thus depends "on the temperature, static 
pressure, and Mach number at the mixing-tube exit and the pressure Pd 
which is known. (Pd = Po for highest efficiency.) The equations 
for Me and. Pe have been presented' in the previous section. From 
the stagnation conditions at the nozzle exit, which are assumed equal 
to those at the mixing-tube exit, and the Mach number, temperature, 
and pressure at the nozzle exit, all other conditions at the latter 
station can be obtained. Equations (16) through (20) can be used 
to determine the additional conditions at the mixing-tube exit which 
are required for determining the miXing-tube nozzle-exit conditions. 
General Illustrations Showing Effect of Variables 
on Condi tiona in Mixing Tube 
A:pplication of flight parameters t~ g~neral equations.- The equations 
developed in the pr~ceding sections are concerned only with the mixing 
tube and the mixing-tube nozzle of the ejector, and give the conditions 
at the mixing tube and miXing-tube nozzle exits in terms of parameters 
at the miXing-tube inlet. Some of these parameters will now be 
determined as functions of flight and jet-engine conditions such that 
the theory will be applicable to flight. 
On the basis of assumptions 1 and 4 the following equations can 
be derived: 
(28) 
From equations (27) and (28) 
(29) 
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The stagnation tem't)erature of the free stream Tos can be d.etermined. 
from t he temperat ure of the free stream To and. the Mach number of 
the free st;ream Mo _ by means of an equation similar to equation (17), 
or 
(30) 
By means of equations similar to equation (16) applied to the 
free stream and t~ the mixing-tube irilet, and again on the basis ~f 
assumptions 1 and 4, it can be shown that the Maeh numbers of the a:1r 
and gas at the mixing-tube inlet can be obtained from the equations 
2 0po Pa r)~ 11 + L.:....1 M 2\ - j- (32) 
r - 1 ~ P ~ 2 0 ) a j 
On the basis of equations (12), (13), (14), (15), (25), (29), (31) , and (32) the following equations can be d.erived.: 
\ 
rA .; \!lA2 - 2(2' + l)B 
r~2A2 - 2(r + l)B 
(34) 
r 
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where 
r ~ ~tl J . A = ~ < X(C - 1) (1 - 2f 1) + ~ (pa r )' (c) - 1 . + 'Y - 1 (X + 2) 
a j a 
)' 1 L d P P 2)' P 
B = J X ' /.....'L- (C - 1) L Vy - 1 
------------~.------
2 
(37) 
~ nl 
+ c:.J /Tus- ' \ -~ (Pa r\ )' (C) - 1 ~a r)\ Y J' Pa V TOB r 1 Pj ~ ~j 
-
-
cl c=~y 0+YMo~ 
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There are two valnes of T>e/'Po and two positive values of the 
miXing-tube exit Mach number Me which are the only ones used, 
each of which according to equations (33), (34), (36), (37)., and 
(38) is a function of Pj/Pa' Pa/po ' Tus/Tos, r, X, Mo' 
and n / d. Th:ere are also two :pos i ti ve values of Md which are 
the only ones used, each of which depend on the foregoing factors 
plus Pe/Po and Po/Pd' 
Thus from flight and jet-engine conditions, the static pressures 
at the mixing-tube ~let, the area ratio X, the ratio 1/d of the 
mixing tube, and a friction factor, it is possible from the analysis 
given to determine the static pressure and the Mach number at the 
mixing-tube exit. In addition to the foregoing parameters, if the 
static pressure at the mixing-tube and mixing-tube nozzle exits are 
known, the Mach number Md at the nozzle exit can be obtained. 
Graphical illustrations of the effects of the parameters on Pe/po 
and Me will now be given witn discussions of the physically 
possible solut10ns. The equations were too complicated to determine 
analytically the effect of varying one or more parameters, keeping 
the other parameters constant, on Me and Pe/Po. Most of the 
following study is for frictionless flow bgcause the friction term, 
as will be illustrated, resulted in a well-defined effect such 
that results for flow with friction can be ap:proximated closely 
using frictionless-flow results. The parameter Pj/pa was 
arbitrarily set equal to 1.0; that is, the static pressure across 
the entire inlet of the mixing tube equals Pa for the cases to be discussed. The value of Pa/:p j of 1.0 is used in the following 
discussion because the effect of variation of Pa/Pj an thrust 
augmentation, as will be shown later, was not appreCiable over the 
range expected. 
Effect of Pa/po (frictionless flow; Pj = Pa ) .- The effects 
of varying Pa/po for values of X, r, Tus/Tos, and Mo of 1.0, 
1.0, 1.0, and 1.4, respectively, on the Mach numbers at the inlet 
and exit of the mixing tube, on the pressure rise "through the 
mixing tube Pe/Pa and on the ratio of static pressure at the exit 
of the mixing tube to the free-stream static pressure are shown in 
the curves down the left-hand side of figure 4. In order to vary 
mixing-tube inlet condi tiona, it is necessary to change the geometry 
of the nozzles upstream of the miXing-tube inlet with or without 
constant mass flow rate of fluid passing through the jet unit when 
supersonic flow exists at the jet exit. For subsonic flow at the 
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jet exit, the geometry of the nozzles must change when the mass 
through the jet unit remaLTls conetant in order to vary the ejector 
inlet conditions. In the present work the mass flow through the 
jet unit is assumed to be the same and thus Pa/P variation of 
o 
curves like those of figure 4 is accomplished by varying the 
geometry of the upstream nozzles under the conditions imposed on . 
the curves. The mass rate of flow through the jet un1 t is assumed 
the same because the purpose of design is to find the ejector which 
will give the most thrust increase to a given jet wit. The CUl"ves 
are for frictionless flow fI/d equal to 0 and for the pressure 
at the jet nozzle exit Pj equal to the pressure at the mixing-
tube inlet nozzle exit pa. 
The conditions of flow that will exist in the mixing tube will 
depend upon the inlet conditions fu~d the conditions downstream of 
the tube exit. Before cletermining the flmT conditions that will be 
obtained in flight, a discussion of the flow conditions that will 
be obtained if .the downstream pressure (called. the back pressure) 
can be varied at will is presented. Such a variation of back 
pressure could be obtained, for instance, by using a tank, in which 
the pressure was varied, at the ejector discharge in laboratory 
tests. This discussion will lead to a clearer understanding of 
the flows obtained in flight. The c"Urves in figure 4 are applicable 
to such a case. Th!3 fUgh t and. je t-engine conditions given in 
figure 4 for this case serve to define the stagnation conditions 
at the mixing-tube inlet instead of being particular. airplane 
con(11 tions • 
For the conditions given for the parameters r, Tus/Tos, 
Pa /P j 1 and fr/d the curves in the left~hand column of figure 4 
revert to the case of frictionless flow of a fluid in a tube. From 
equations (31) and (32) it is evident that if pa/Pj and r are 
equal to 1.0 and Mo a constant value, the Mach numbers at the 
miXing-tube inlet Ma and M j are equal and vary onl.y with pa/p 0 
variation. This result is shown in figure 4 for the ·ooOO1-tJ.OllS 
TUB/Tos of 1.0, one curve representing both the variation of Ma 
and Mj • 
For each value of pa/po and thus Mach number at the mixing-
tube inlet, there are two values of Mach number at the miXing-tube 
exit Me and two values of the pregaure ratiO pe/po given in 
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the curves of figure 4 for Tus/Tos of 1.0. These are the roots 
previously discussed in the development of the equations . The 
relations between the inlet and exit pressures and Mach numbers 
giving rise to these curves are those expressed by equations (21), 
(22), (23), and (24). For a supersonic flow at the mixing-tube 
inlet, branches a and b of the curves, both roots are physically 
significant. One root, branch a, corresponds to the condition 
of a normal compression shock in the mixing tube with subsonic flow 
at the exit and will be obtained, except~or poorly designed 'nozzles, 
when the back pressure equals the mixing-tube exit pressure 
(Pb/Po = Pe/po where Pb is the back pressure). The other root, 
branch b, corresponds to the condition of no shock in the tube, 
supersonic flow being obtained at the mixing-tube exit . From the 
present theory, for a Pb/P equal to p /p on the branch~ o e 0 
curve at a given 
ratio and Pe/po 
Pa/po the relation between that back pressure 
on t he brench-b curve for the same Pa/po 
value is that for normal compression shock which is a physically 
possible solution. Thus, for given :inlet conditions, t"\,lO physically 
possible solutions exist for the same back pressure (that is, the 
back ~ressure corres~onding to that needed to obtain branch -a 
result). The same results have been obtained for conditions other 
than those of the frictionless curve being discussed . This is 
obviously impossible and experiments s~ow that the back pressure 
must be decreased slightly to move the shock wave out of a tube 
until it stands just at t he exit. The anomaly in the present ·theory. 
is caused by the fact that the present theory has been Simplified · 
by ignoring the theory of the stability or positioning of the shock 
wave which involves the boundary layer which would have to be incl~ded 
for completeness. Reference i has some work on the stab iIi ty of 
shock waves in pipes for those interested.. For fricti onless flow, 
no boundary layer exists and, consequentlY, the shock wave can be 
at any position in .the tube. The stabHi ty theory is not applicable 
and the anomaly of the present theory will always exist for this 
case. The point is not of great importance because if the physical 
processes 'are ·understood it is not difficult to estimate the actual 
pressures required to obtain certain flows with probably little 
error from the present theory~ From the foregoing discussion it is 
evident that the relations between the exit conditions for the two 
roots for given inlet conditions is that for normal shock. A 
continued decrease of back pressure below the value for which a 
normal shock wave stands at the mixing-tube exit will have no further 
effect on the 'conditions in the ·tube but will cause the normal shock 
wave to change to oblique shock ·waves with less and less obliquity 
until a back pressure is reached such that Po/po = Pe/po on the 
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branch -b curves. For this condi Mon no shock occurs in or aft 
of the mixing tube. Further decreases of back pressures below this 
value result in what are known as rarefaction waves occurring aft 
of the tube exit. 
When Pa/po is varied it finally reaches a value where the a 
and b curves merge into one solution and. the Mach number at the 
mi xing-tube exit reaches the value of ~~ity. A decrease of Jlb/PQ 
below the value of ~e/po for which the Mach numbef at the exit 
is unity will have no effect on the flow in the tube. An increase 
of pt/po above the foregoing Pe/po value for the case of Tus/Toa 
of 1.0 in fi gure 4, will cause the flow to decrease, with no change 
in nozzle geometry, and subsonic flow to be obtained in the tube. 
The Pa/po value will in~rease and the d branch of the curves 
become applicable. For some conditions other than those for friction-
less one-fluid flow, a supersonic Mach number at inlet and a Mach 
number of unity at exit are obtained. If Jlb/po is increased above 
Pe/po corresponding to this exit Mach number, nozzle geometry . 
remaining the same, a normal shock will occur in the tube, Pa/po 
will decreas 9, and the a branch of another CQTVe with lower stagnation 
pressure at the .Jet unit exit becomes applicable. 
When the entrance Mach number is subsonic (branches c and d), 
only one root of the equation is physically Significant, that for 
subsonic flow at the exit (branch d of the" curves, .. equations (21) 
and (23))," The other root corrosponds to an expansion shock in the 
tube (equation (24) , branch c) with sup·ersonic flow at the e;x:it 
which is 'shown to be impossible in reference 8 and other references 
on the basIs of the second law of thermodynamics. The lavT stipulates 
that entropy can only increase whereas entropy decreases through an 
expansion shock. Entropy change thus provided a check as to the 
physically significant solution of the equations. The branch-c 
curves have been "dashed to denote that the values are only mathematical 
results •. For the branch - d curves, pressur.e ratio Po/po must 
equal Pe/po "to obtain the flow at each Pa/po value on the curve 
except at the point of choking at t he mixing-tube exit. If Po/po 
is less than Pe/po for choke at the exit, the conditions in the 
tube will be the same as ,·rhen T> /T> := p Ip for this condition. 
- b "" 0 e a 
For complete SUbsonic flow in the mixing t ube the flow depend.s direc tly 
upon the back pressure. If the back pressure changes from a value 
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giving a flow at a certain p /p value and the nozzle geometry is 
a 0 . 
not changed, the mass of fluid flowing will change un~il a new set 
of inlet conditions are obtained such that the Pe/po ratio for 
these conditions will equal the new Pb/p~ ratio. 
The foregoing discussion has dealt with the case of a varying 
back pressure with the ejector discharging into a hypothetical tank. 
In flight, a field of fluid with a Mach number Mo and a pressure Po' 
the atmos~heric pressure, surrounds the jet discharging from the 
ejector . As this was the problem of most interest, the inlet and 
exit pressures in figure 4 have been expressed as ratios of po. The 
flow conditions in the mixing tube that will exist in flight depend 
upon the mixing-tube inlet conditions and the back pressure Po if 
the flight speed is subsonic (Mo < 1.0) but will only depend upon . 
the mixing-tube inlet conditions if the flight speed is supersonic. 
For subsonic flight speeds, the discussion for effect of back 
pressure in a tank on the flow conditions that will be obtained is 
directly applicable for determining the flow with a pressure Po aft 
of the exit. With subsonic flow at exit, the only physically obtain-
able solutions on the a and d branches of the curves are those for 
which Pe/po = 1.0. If Pa/Po is any value other than those for 
. . 
which Pe/po = 1.0 on the a or d branches, one of two conditions 
will result: 
1. For Pe/po not necessarily equal to 1 .0 and supersonic flow 
at the inlet, the resulting fiow at the exit will be supersonic and 
branch b of the curves applicable. The shoc~ conditions existing 
aft of the exit will depend upon the Pe/po obtained for the existing 
inlet conditions as previously discussed. The b branch of the 
curves is applicable for a variation of Pe/po from values greater · 
than 1.0 down to the value where a normal shock stands just outside 
the exit. On the basis of previous analysis ·this latter value would 
be a t the same ratio of pressure at inlet to free-stream pressure 
Pa/po for which Pe/po = 1.0 on the a branch of the curves . 
2. If the jet nozzles are designed with the expectation of a 
cert~in subsonic flow at the inlet (d branc~ of the curves ) and, 
consequent~y, a certain Pa/po value and flow rate which would 
---- ~ - --_. ~ - -----
--~~ -----
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result j.n a :pressure ratio Pe/ po not equal to 1.0, the flOi., rate 
that will actually be obtaJ.ned with these nozzles "l-rill be such 
that Pe/Po will equal 1.0 with subsonic or sonic flm; at the 
exi t or Pe/Po "'ill bo greater than 1.0 with sonic flow at the 
exit. 
For supersonic flight speeds, the pressure at the exit of 
the mixing t~pe can be greater or less than Po for both subsonic 
and supersonic flow at the mixing-tube exit. The reason Pe/po 
does not have to be equal to 1.0 is the same as that for .Thich 
Pa/Pj doos not have t o be equal to 1.0 if one or both of the 
mixing-tube inlet Iv1ach numbers is ,supersonic. The pressure Pe 
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adjusts aft of tile exit t o the pressure Po by different types of 
shock ''fe.ves, those for supersonic flm, at the exit having boen 
described. Consequently, all solutions on the a, b, and d branches 
of the curves call be obtained regardless of the ratio of the exit 
pressure to the atmospheric pressure. The an6maly obtained from the 
theory that tw·e flm', conditions are pOSSible, one on the a branch 
and one on the b , branch) for one bacle pressure in a tank also 
exists for the flight case. It exists over the vThole range of 
the a and b branclles ''''hen the flight speed is supersonic but 
only at ·one p,?int on these branches when the flight speed i s subsoniC. 
This point is at the Pa/po for 1'7hich Pe/Po = 1.0 on the a branch. 
As explained previously , this is of no practical consequence, the 
flow conditions that will be obtained being able to be determined. 
Effect of Tus/Tos' - The effe.ct of heating of the gas on the 
exit conditions is obtained from figure 4 by comparing the curves 
for the three Tus/Tos values of 1.o} 1.55 , and 3.16. The inlet 
Mach number curve obtaine·d f or T /T . of 1.0 is applicable to 
us .os 
the other temperature ratios ·because, as shmm by equations (31) 
and (32) , the inlet ~1ach nu~bers are not affected by the 
parameter Tus/Tos" For a Tus/Tos ' of l.O, all branches of the 
exit Mach number curves reach unity at a common valuo of inlet 
pressure to free -stream pressure ratio. This point of joining of 
the curves becomes t,vo points when the temperature ratio exceeds 1.0, 
the range of Pa/po bctl,een the tvro points increasing as Tus/Toe 
increases as indicated in figure 4. Thus, as Pa/po is increased 
proceeding alone the a and b branches, a value of Pa/po is 
reached for which the cxit Mach number for both branches is equal 
to one and the branches join. A gap tilen exists for "'hich no 
, 
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solutions were obtained. Then a Pa/po value is reached where 
the branches c and d meet and a Mach number of unity at exit 
is again obtained. Further increase in the Pa/Po values gives 
solutions to the equativns. For s1..1Jlersonic flovT at the inlet, 
the greater the amount of heating the lm-Ter the value of Pa/Po 
and the higher the valuo of the Mach number at the inlet will be 
~.,hen choking occurs at the exit. For subsonic flm-T at the inlet, 
the higher the value of Pa/po and the lower the value of the 
inlet Mach number ivill be when choking occurs at the extt for 
greater heating. The relations between the Mach numbers Me and 
the pressure ratio Pe/po on the a and b branches of the 
curves at a given Pa/po value are the normal-shock relations as 
in the case of the Tus/Tos of 1.0 curves. 
The reas on for the gap in the Pa/po values for which no 
solutions are obtained i s that att,empts .to obtain a Pa/po value 
infinitesimally higher than t hat at the lower limit, for which 
M is 1.0 by a suitably designed nozzle , cau~es a normal shock 
e 
at the exits of the inlet noz zles with the Mach number upstream of 
the shock equal to Ma at t he lo.fer limit Pa/po value and the 
Mach number dm-mstream of the shock being equal to M at the upper 
. a 
limit Pa/po value ) the relation between the lower and upper limit 
inlet Mach numbers being that for normal shock as det ermined for 
both TuS/TOB of 1.55 and 3.16 in figure 4. :But this latter Mach 
number r esults in the choking exit Mach number also) which is the 
result required from the p11Ys ical standpoint. Upstream nozzles) 
designed for expected Pa/po values between the lower limit value 
and that for Ma of 1.0) will have shocks moving progressively 
upstream from the nozzle exits as expected Pa/po increases) the 
pos itioning of the shocks always being such as to result in the 
subsonic Mach numbers at the nozzle exits) or mixine -tube inlet) 
equal to those at the upper Pa/po ltmits of figUre 4 curves. 
Efforts to change . Pa/po to values lower than that for which 
the Mach number equals 1.0 at the miXinG-tube exit, with subsoniC 
flOvT at the inlet, and keep the mass flmf rate through the jet unit 
unchanged by changing the geometries of the upstream nozzles (that is, 
their exit areas) result in a decrease in the mass fluid flowing, 
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as compared to that flowing at the upper Itmlt, the pressure 
ratio Pa/po being equal to that at the upper limit line and the 
inlet Mach number remaining the same as its value at the upper limit 
line. 
The c branches of the curves in figure 4 for temperature 
ratios greater than 1.0 have been dotted to denote conditions which 
are thought to be impossiule to obtain by reasoning based on the 
results for a temperature ratio of 1.0. No proof that the conditions 
are not obtainable could be derived from a calculation of the entropy 
change between the inlet and exit of thu mixing tube. All calculations 
for these results and all subsequent results but one gave positive 
entropy changes. It ' :l,s known that when two gases mix the entropy 
increases. This action is occurring in the mixing tube but because 
of lack of knowledge of the mixing process a step by step calculation 
of entropy change could not be made . It is probable ' that the over-all 
positive entropy change from inlet to exit is composed of entropy 
change due to mixing "Thich 1s positive and an entropy change from 
expansion shock which would be negative. 
Effect of 'Pressure-rise ratio r of actuating .1et.- Sets of 
curves sMlilar to those in figure 4 are given in figure 5 to illustrate 
the effect of pressure-rise r atio of the actuating j et on mixing- tUbe 
condi tions r'or the case of no heat (TusiTos = 1.0.) and no frictim . 
The result~ are shown for three ratios, ,r, of 1.0, 6.0, and 12.0. 
The conditions of figure 5 are such that the case of r equal to 1.0 
du~licatcs the case of one-fluid flow .in a tube given in figure 4, 
the basic case for comparison ,·ri th other cases, and the curves are 
identical to those in the latter figure. 
For pressure-rise ratios greater than 1.0, the Mach numbers Ma 
and Mj at the mixing-tube inlet are not ~qual .. The Mach number Ma 
at ratios of 6 and 12 in figure 5 is equal to that at a ratio of 1.0, 
for a given Pa/po value, but the Mach number at the jet-nozzle exit 
Mj increases above the value at a pressure-rise ratio of 1.0 as the 
ratio increases. This is to be expected on the basis of equations (32) 
and (33). The general trend of conditions at the mixing-tube exit 
as the pressure-rise ratio increases is away from ··the choking 
conditions. For the conditions of figure 5, as r increased, con-
tinuous solutions over the range of Pa/po were obtained, the 
branches a and d joining t c form a continuous curve and the 
branches c and d doing tr.e same. No choking at exit was obtained 
at r of 6.0 and 12.0. The effect of pressure-rise ratio on the 
conditions at the exit of the mixing tube is thus opposite to the 
effect of the temperature ratio Tus/Tos. 
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Combined effect of J2resl3ll:l:'e-rise ratio r and heating of 
actuating ,jet.- Figure 6 shows curves similar to those of figure 5 
for pressure-rise ratios r of the jet engine of 1.0 and 6.0 but 
with heat addition in the jet engine equivalent to the highest 
value used in figure 4 (Tua/Tos of 3.16). The curves are for 
frictionless flow and for an area ratio X at the miXing-tube inlet 
of 3.0 rather than 1.0 as in figures 4 and 5. The purpose of the 
calculations of figure 6 was to determine whether the effect of r 
on the mixing-tube exit conditions would overcome the counteracting 
effect of heat to such an extent as to eliminate the choking action 
of heat obtained in figure 4. The value of X of 3.0 was used 
because it was considered a reasonable value for a turbojet 
installation. For the pressure-rise ratio of 1.0 in figure 6, the 
curves show the same type of solution obtained with heat in 
figure 4, limiting values of inlet Mach number being obtained for 
, which the mixing- tube chokes at the exi t • For a range of Pa/Po 
valuef;i no solution "18S obtained. Raising the pressure-rise ratio 
to 6.0, however, eliminated the conditions of shock or falling off 
of flow in the ups t rerua nozzles which result from choking conditions 
as exist at r equal to 1.0" continuous solutions and no choking 
being obtained over the whole Pa/po range. 
The range of t he c branch of the curves for the case where 
t he entrance Mach nwnbers Ma and Mj are not equal and where 
the curves are continuous is impossible to obtain mathematically 
,from the present theory. The method of calculating the entropy 
change,which for the c branch of the curve is negative and for 
the d branch is positive in the case of one-fluid flow, cannot 
be used because positive values are obtained for most cases as 
explained . The point of intersection of the c and b branches 
of the curves for cases as shown in figure 6 for r equal to 6.0 
has been taken as the lowest point of the Me versus Pa/po curve. 
This p~int 'i-laS considered"logical as both the c and d branches 
are tending to reach the point where the exit Mach number is unity 
'as 'shown in figure 5 for a pressure-rise r atio of 1.0. The range 
of Pa/po over which the d branch extends is the same as that 
for the c branch. 
Effect of area r atio ,X at mixing-tube inlet.- The effect of X, 
the ratio of the area at the mixing-tube inlet through which the 
secondary air passes to the area of the jet nozzle exit, on the 
conditi9ns at the miXing-tube exit has the same trend as the effect 
of heat; that is, increase of X causes t he Mach number at the 
e,xit to approach the value of unity for given inlet conditions. 
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~is trend is shown in the curves of figure 7. The conditions of 
the curves of figure 7 are for a medium pressure-rise ratio, high 
he~t " and frictionless flow . The conditions in the tube are shown 
for area ratios X of 1.0, 3 .0, and 6.0. The curves for X 
equal to 3 .0 are identical to those on figure 6 for r of 6.0. 
Figure 7 shows that even with an X of 6.0, the effects of X and 
high heat tending to cause choking at the exit were not great enough 
to overcome the effect of r the tendency of which is to cause the 
Mach number at exi t 'to recea.e from the value of one as r increases . 
With an X of 6 .0, continuous solutions were obtained and a Mach 
number of one at the mixing-tube exit was not reached al though it 
was approached very closely. 
Effect of free - stream Mach number Mcr '- Curves of the type 
given can be eas ily obtained for any free-stream Mach number, area 
ratio X, temperat ure ratio Tus/Tos, and pressure-rise ratio r 
( the ratio Pj/Pa = 1.0) when curves are available for one free-
s t rerun Mach nmnber and for values of the other parameters equal to 
those for which curves are required. From equations (12), (13), 
(14), (15), (29), (31), and (32) it can be deduced that for the same 
value of Ma , Mj' Me' or Pe/Pa on the given and required curves 
the ratio of the abscissas of the curves will be given by the 
'expression: 
1 + L..:.2 (M )2 
2 a required 
given 
The required Pe/po versus Pa/po curves can be obtained from the 
r equired Pe/Pa versus Pa/po curves obtained as described by 
multiplying the values of Pe/P
a 
by the corresponding values of 
Pa/po and plotting the re sulting pr oducts against the corresponding 
P /p values . a 0 
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Effect of friction.- The curves , ~~ figures 4,5,6, and 7 
were for frict.ionless flow. The effect of friction is illustrated 
in figl~e 8 for one set of values of tbe pa~ameters: X = 1.5, 
Mo = 0.8, Tus/Tos = 2.66, and r = 1.5. From the curves of figure 8 
it is evident that friction causes the exit Mach numbers to approach 
the value of one in a manner similar to the action of b3at and 
increase of area ratio X. The ' range of p /p for which no solution 
a 0 
was obtained in figure 8 increased appreciably for the case of 
friction as compared with the case of no friction. At the Pa/po 
values, however, for which solutions a:re obtained, the values of the 
mixing-tube exit conditions without friction change very little for 
the subsonic branches of the curves (a and d) when friction was 
considered. The values for the supersonic branch (branch b) showed 
more change. 
Resume 
The work that has been presented represents a general treatment_ 
of compressible flow in an ejector with a derivation of basic 
rela Uons for conditions in the mixing tube and. a discussion with 
illustrations and explanations of the effects of various parameters 
on the conditions. The basic relations generally involved the Mach 
numbers of the flow because such treatment simplified the theory 
appreciably. From such a general treatment, it is possible to apply 
the work to specific proble~3 involving the ejector . The foregoing 
sections complete the major object of the present report. 
As an example of -application of the general treatment, the 
next section of the report takes up the problem of the theoretical 
thrust augmentation obtained using ejectors on jet-propelled 
airplanes and missiles over wide ranges of free-stream Mach numbers. 
This was a secondary object of the report as mentioned in the 
Introduc t ion. The direct application of the equations developed in 
the general trea tment will be readily perceived. 
APPLICATIon OF GENERAL TREATMENT TO THRUST AUGMENTATION 
The thrust of any device is equal to the rate of change of 
momentum of the fluid involved between stations of equal pressure 
upstream and downstream. Momentum, of course , is equal to mass of 
fluid involved multiplied by velocity of the fluid. In the present 
problem, the case of thrust augmentation with the pressure at the mixing-
tube exit equal to the free-stream pressure (Pe/po equal to 1.0) 
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1s the only one considered to any extent for ejectors with no mixing-
t ube exitnozzle. For the case of ejectors with mixing-tube exit 
nozzles with dlschare;e from the nozzle to the atmosphere, the only 
thrust~a~nentation results presented are those for the pressure at 
the nozzle exit equal to free-stream pressure CPd/Po ·equal to 1.0). 
The following thrust equations are derived on the basis that all 
discharge pressures are equa'). to the free-s.tream pressure. The 
thrust effects of small amounts of fuel are neglected. 
Thrust Augmentation Equations 
Thrust without e,jecto~.- The thrust for an airplane without an 
ejector traveling with a velocity Vo ' with ~ velocity VjF at the 
jet-nozzle exit, and with the discharge pressure equal to free-
stream. pressure is given by 'the equation 
The subscript jF denotes free jet. 
Thrust with e.1ector.- The t hrust of an airplane with an ejector 
wi t h no miXing-tube exi t nozzle and wi th discharge from the mixing-
tube exit at velocity Ve and pressure Po is given by the equation 
Thrust = (rna + mj) (Ve - Vo) (40) 
Equation (40) can be used for the case of an ejector with a 
miXing- tube exit nozzle from which the fluid discharges at velocity Vd 
and pressure Po by r eplacing Ve in t he equation with Vd • 
Thrust ra tio .- The ratio of the thrust with the ejector to 'the 
thrust of t he same jet uni t with the same operating conditions 
wi t hout the ejector ¢ can be obtained from equations (39) and (40). 
Yor the purpose of this report the ratio mj/mjF was assumed equal 
to unity. This seemed the most practical case to calculate. The 
attainment of this condition usually reqUi r es that the size and 
possibly the shape of the actuating jet nozzle be changed ,.hen the 
ejector is added. With this assumption and with a constant heat 
addition with and without the ejector, the value of ¢ is not only 
a thrust ratio but is also an eff iciency ratio. A 20-percent increase 
L 
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in thrust, for instance, would also signify a 20-~ercent . 1ncre~Be 
in oVer-all efficiency. If ¢ is greater than 1.0, tbrus~ 
augmentation is obtained. If ¢ is less than 1.0 and positive, 
thrust with the ejector is ~e8e than the thrust with~ut the ejector. 
If ¢ is less than zero (negative), the addiUon of ·the ejector 
creates drag instead of thrust. 
From eguations (39) and (40), B~me equations of the general 
theory, and the foregoing discussion it can b~ easily shown that 
the thrust ratio using only a straight mixing ·tube can be obtained 
from the following equation in which the parameters are dimensionless: 
¢ = (e + 1) (41) 
From equations (26) and (29), t he term e in equation (41) becomes 
equal to 
(42) 
The term p /p drops out of equation (42) if uniformity of pressure 
a j 
at t he mixing-tube inlet is assumed. In like manner from preced:ng 
relations (equation (23)), equations similar to equation (23) for 
the air and gas at the miXing-tube inlet, and equati~s (25) and (33), 
it can be shown that 
(43) 
------ ----~----~----------------~--
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For the case of the free Jet, equation (32) is applicable for 
determining M jF • For the case of P jF equal to Po' wh~ch 1s 
the condition for which equation (41) is applicable,equatian (32) 
becomes: 
29 
M jF (44) 
On t he basis of assumptions 1 and 5, and the relations between 
stagnation and static pre~sures and stagnation and flu1d temperatures 
at a section, the t emperat Ure rat io TjF/To in equation (41) reduces 
to 
' T,jF _ 1 Tus 
-----T " 'V-l T 
. 0 4-;:;:. 0 S 
(45) 
(r) )' 
The thrust ratio with a nozzle at the mixing-tube en t is determined 
by an ~quation similar to equation (41) with Me and Te/To replaced 
wi th the terms Md 'and Td / C;:o1 respectively. The Mach number at 
the mixing-tube nozzle exit Md is determined by means of equation (35) 
using the positive root. , The temperature ratio Td/To can be 
obtained from the following eq.uation on the basis of assumption 1 
(46) 
In orde~ to determine the t hrus t augmentation of an ejector for 
the particular cases of Pe/po =· 1.0 when no nozzle 1s used or 
Pd /p 0 = 1.0 "'hen a nozzl~ ·1s used, the following parameters must 00 
known: 
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(a) Flight Mach number, Mo 
(b) Jet engine pressure-rise ratio, r 
(c) Stagnation t emperat ure rat io, Tua/Toe 
(d) P~ea ratio at mixing-tube inlet, X 
(e) Lengt h"d.iamet er ratio of mixing tube, ~/d 
(f) Friction factor in mixing t ube, f 
(g) Pressure ratio at mixing-tube inlet, Pa/Pj 
(h) Pressure ratio of air at mixing-tUbe inlet, Pa/po 
(value for the condition Pe/po of 1.0 for the 
case of no nozzle or Pd/p
o 
of 1.0 for the caee 
wi th a nozzle , must be known) 
It should be noted that the omission of the friction term 
involving the parameter f from the miXing-tube calculations, which 
generally affected the absolute values of ~nrust augmentation very 
little,might lead to distortion of the trends of the different 
parameter' effects especially with small mixing tubes in which the 
velocities are extremely high. 
The following section gives the detail method of solving the 
equations given heretofore to determine the thrust augmentation 
for given values of the parameters just enumerated. 
Method of Solving Equations 
E.iector wi t h mixing 
of Mo ' r, Tus/To (if 
easily de t ermined), X, 
t~)e discharging to atmosphere.- Values 
Tus/To and Mo are known, Tus/Tos is 
~/d, f, and Pa/Pj are first assumed. 
Reference to the preceding lis t of parameters shows that the remaining 
parame t er required before t hrus t augment ation can be calculated 
is Pa/po • In this problem the values of Pa/po for which Pe/po = 1.0 
were t he only ones used in t he t hrust determinations. From a study 
of t he gener al illustrations of figuroo4 through 8 it can be 
de t ermined that one, t wo, or three values of Pa/po will result in 
l 
1 
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the condition Pe/p
o 
of 1.0 depending on the values of the funda-
mental parameters. vfuen three roots are obtained, the highest 
value falls on the branch c of the curves that is considered not 
significant physic~lly. This point is illustrated in figures 4 
through 7 at Pe/po of 1.0. Determination of the values of Pa/po 
for which Pe!po = 1.0 for each assumed set of the remaining seven 
parameters then constitutes the second step of the solution. This 
is accomplished graphically by drawing curves similar to those of 
figure 6. The branch of the curve on which each Pa/po value 
falls is noted. These parameters are then used in further calculations 
to de t ermine Me using equation (34) (positive root), e using 
equat ion (42), Te/To using equation (43), MjF using equation (44), 
and TjF/To using equation (45) . All terms for obtaining the thrust 
ratio ¢ by means of equation (41) are then available. In the 
curves of ¢ to be pr esented, notations on the branches (a, b, c, 
or d) correspond to the notations on the branches from which the 
Pa/po values were obtained. 
~ctor with disc~arge ~o atmosphere from nozzle at mixing-
tube exi~~- When an ejector with a noz zle at the exit of the mixing 
tube is used,only the case of the nozzle-exit pressure equal to 
the atmospheric pressure (Pd/Po = 1.0) is considered as previously 
explained. For this cass it would be supposed. that any value 
of Pa/po could be assumed and the resulting value of the pressure 
ratio Pe/po could be converted to a pressure ratio Pd/Po of 1.0 
at the nozzle exit by proper proportioning of the nozzle. In general, 
such conversion is always theoretically possible provided only 
that He exceeds po. Lm., values of Pa/po sometimes result in 
this condition. Certain other values will not give solutions because 
they are in a range bet'-1een two values of Pa/po that result in 
choking Mach numbers at the mixing- tube nozzle exit, the phenomena 
occ~~ing whic? prevents such Pa/po values being possible having 
been explained in the general treatment for the case of choking 
occurring at the miXing-tube exit . All other values of Pa/po will 
give solutions and for each value the same calculations are made as 
in t he case of no nozzle with t he exception of the calculation of ¢ 
by means of equation (41). Additional calculations of Md 
(equation (35), positive root), and Td/To (equation (46)) are 
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required before the thrust ratio can be calculated. The term Pd/Pe 
in equations (35) and (44) is replaced with (Pd/Po) (po/Pe)' The 
value of Pd/po is then equal to 1.0 and Pe/po is determined 
during the course of the calculations as explained. 
The curves of thrust ratio ¢ versus Pa/po for the case of 
a nozzle at the mixing-tube exit will have branches corresponding 
to solutions as sho~n in the general treatment illustrations. Each 
Pa/po value requires particular nozzles. No attempt ha/3 been 
made to determine nozzle proportions. For those interested in this 
phase of the problem, formulas are available in many sources, among 
them reference 9. 
Conditions Used in Calculations 
The conditions that had to be selected and for which the 
calculations of thrust ratio were made were, as noted previously~ 
the Mach number of flight Mo' pressure-rise ratio of the jet unit r, 
the upstream stagnation temperature ratio Tue/Tos, the area ratio X, 
the ratio of mixing-tl1be inlet statio pressures Pa/Pj' ejector 
geometry, and the friction factor. The ranges of conditions used for 
the calculations for turbojet and ram-jet units and the reasons for 
the choices ore given in the following discussion. 
Fligh t Mach nUT"lber Mo" - As most investigators had obtained good 
thrust at the static condition, but the work of Howell and of 
Slatter and Bailey in England had shown a rapid decrease of thrust 
aU~lentation as the airplane velocity increased, most calculations 
of thrust ratio for turbojets with an ejector without a nozzle at 
the mi:xiI1~tube exit were made over a range of flight Mach number Mo 
from 0 to 1.4. Calculations for ejectors with miXing-tube exit 
nozzles were made for a typical airplane flight Mach number of 0.8 
and' for a typical missile flight Mach number of 2.0 '. Th.e· calculation 
for ram-jet units with ejectors both with and without miXing-tube 
exit nozzles were made for flight Mach numbers of 1.4,2.0, and 3.0. 
Pressure rise anQ upstream stagnation temperature ratios (r 
and Tue/Tos)'- The effect of altitude , airplane velOCity, . and jet-
uni t downstream pressures and temperatures are combine.d in the 
parameters r, Tus/To, and Mo' The temperature ratio Tus/Tos 
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depends u~on Tus/To and Mo' The pressure-rise ratio r of the 
;)e t upi t and. the temperature ratio Tus/To were varied over what 
are considered. practical values of turbojets at present to values 
now being considered (r from 1.5 to 12.0; Tus/To from 3 to 9) 
for the calculations for ejectors with no mixing-tube exit nozzle. 
For the calculations for ejectors with the nozzle, the extreme 
values of rand Tus/To given in the preceding statement were 
used. 
For the calculations using ram-jet units, r was assumed 
equal to 1.0; that is,no pressure drop across the unit would be 
obtained. The Tus/To ratio for these units was obtained by assuming 
the air-fuel ratio. An air-fuel ratio of 15 was chosen for the ranr 
jet calculations with and without the ejector with a flow rate 
through the jet unit equal to mj • This value, which is near the 
stoichiometric mixture, was chosen because there is little doubt 
that the maximum thrust of ram jets will be obtained in the 
stoichiometric mixture range. The practical side of the possible 
use of the high temperatures that will be obtained at low air-fuel 
ratios is not considered pertinent to a theoretical report. The 
term Tus/To for the ram-jet calculations equals (Tos/To)" + (6T/To)' 
The first ratio was determined from . the flight Mach number using 
equation (30). The temperature To was obtained from standard 
altitude tables (reference 10) for an altitude of 30,000 feet. The 
temperature · rise 6T was derived from chemical combustion analysis 
knowing the air-fuel ratio. 
Area ratio X.- A ratio of area through which the secondary air 
flows at the mixing- tube inlet to the jet-nozzle exit area X of 1.5 
was used for most of t he calculations for ejectors with no mixing-
tube exi t nozzle in combination with turbojet units but a range of 
X values was used with the ext reme values of r and Tus/To' A 
ratio of areas of 10, which is considered ll1practical from a con-
struc t ion standpoint, was also used for the static condition on:y to 
de t ermine the trend of thrust ratio with area ratio past the practical 
range. Values of X of 1.5 and 6.0 were used in the calculations 
for~ectors with miXing-tube exit nozzles in combination with turbo-
jet units. The latter two values were also used in the calculations 
for ejectors both with and without mixing-tube exit nozzles in 
combination with ram-jet units. 
MiXing-tube inlet static pressure ratio Pa/Pj.- The pressure 
ratio Pa/Pj as brought out in the theory, can have a range of 
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values de~endinB upon the upstream-nozz~e design except for the case 
of both Mach numbers at the inlet being subsonic for which case it 
is expec ted that pa/~ J would be equal to 1 .• 0. For a given set of 
parameters other than pa/po and 1'a/p·J' there arE) numerous cdI!l-
binations of pa/po and pa/p ,1 for each branch of a set of curves 
like figure 6 that will result in a 1'e/Po of 1.0. For the purpose 
of the present problem,al1 the combinations of pa/Pj and · pa/po 
that result in a pa/po of 1.0 were not used to obtain the thrust 
ratios. A pressure ratio Pa/Pj equal to 1.0 was used for almost all 
calculations,which simplified the problem appreciably. As noted, 
this is the only ratio that will probably exist when Ma and MJ are 
both less than 1.0. One set of calQulations were made, however, 
varying Pa/Pj from ·0.2 to 1.4 at a low and high free-streamMac~' 
number to determine the effect of this parameter on the thrust ratio. 
E.1ector geometry.- The mixing tube in all cases was assumed to 
be a cylinder. A length to diameter ratio 't/d of 10 ,,,as used in 
all calc~a~ions because experiments had indicated that ratios of this 
order of magnitude or greater .Tere needed for complete mixing, on 
which basis the theory was set up. By using a mixing tube with no 
noz z le at its exit, it .Tas r ecogni zed that inferior results ,wu1d be 
obtained in .some cases due to shocks developing in the tube. It was 
considered a logical first step, however, to explore the possibilities 
of such a sim~le device as regards thrust augmentation. Tbe logical 
second s tep~ which was made, was to d.etermine the possibilities of 
ejectors with nozzles at the. mixing-tube en t. The nozzle ge.ometries 
for the required cond.i tions were not de termined, as explained previously,. 
because they were no t pertinent to the purpose of the problem. 
Friction factor.- A constant value of fricUon factor f of 0.0035 
was used throughout. the ca1culations. This value represented an 
average of the . ~alues for the flow conditions and changing it changed 
the end results very little. . . 
The majority of the results worked up were for the case of 
ejector-turbojet ccmbi~ations. A few conditions were chosen, however, 
so as to obtain a brie~ study of the effect of the addition of an 
ejector, with and without a ·nozzle at the mixing-tube exit to an air-
plane or missile with a simple ram-jet unit from a thrust standpOint. 
A secondary purpose of such an installation is the efficacy of the 
secondary air for cooling purposes when such cooling is required fer 
structural reasons for supersonic airplanes and missiles. It is possible 
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that a simple ram jet occupying the same space and using air-flow 
quanti ties equal to t.h.e sum of the actuating air and the secondary 
air and fuel quanti ties equal to those of the ejector-equipped 
ram jet would give more thrust and have a better efficiency than 
the latter unit, although the former unit would not perform the 
cooiing func ,tion mentioned. A few simple comparisons were made 
to determine this effect. The ratio of thrust of the large ram 
Jet with an air-flow rate equal to (rna + mj)' and the small 
ram jet with an air-flow rate equal to mj' both without an 
ejector and with the same free-stream velocity, was determined 
from the formula: 
¢ = 
input) Large ram: jet (Over-all effiCiency X Heat 
(Over-all efficiency X Heat input ) Small ram jet 
The ideal over-all efficiencies were obtained using a formula given 
in reference 11 which jnvo]ved the combustion temperature rise 6T 
and some of t he conditions given in the table for the ram-jet cases. 
The combus t ion temperature rise 1.;a8 determined from the fuel-air 
ratio by the method given pr0viously. For the large rata: jet, the 
air-fuel ratio was determined using the same fuel quantity as the 
small ram jet and the large air quantity. The mass of air flowing 
through the ram jet times the product of cp and 6T gave the 
heat input~ The ideal case of no loss across the burner was used 
for all ram-jet calculations. 
Laboratory tests under static conditions indicated good thrust 
augmentati on with an ejector (reference 5). Most of these tests 
were made with compressed air and with very great ranges of mixing-
tube inlet-area ratios. Consequently, conditions were chosen to 
simulate some of those in r eference 5 as closely as· could be 
ascertained from this reference in order to determine whether the 
large thrust gains obtain~d experimentally were indicated by the 
theory and if the use of compressed air instead of hot air as the 
actuating gas had a beneficial effect on the thrust. 
The sets of conditions for which the calcu~ations of thrust 
ra tio were mad.e and which were discussed in the foregoing sections 
are listed in table I at the end of the report. 
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Thrust Augmentation of Turbojet Units 
Mixing tube discharging to atmosphere CPe/po = 1.0).- The 
thrust augmentation for a range of flight Mach numbers fr0m 0 to 1.4 
with a lON ratio of secondary-air area to area of jet-nozzle · exit 
at the mixing-tube inlet (X = 1.5) for several pressure-rise ratios 
and heat inwuts represented by Tus/To of the actuating jet is 
given in flgure 9. All calculations for this figure are for the 
conditions Pe/po and Pa/Pj equal to 1.0. Figure 9(a) gives 
results at four pressure-rise ratios with a low heat input 
(Tus/To, 3·0). Figure 9(b) and 9(c) give similar results for Tus/To 
values of 6.0 and 9.0, respectively . Sections of the curves are 
labelled a, b, c, and d in order to Ab~ which branch of curves 
similar to those of ·figures 4 to 8 each point of the curves of 
figure 9 'rlll fallon for the condition Pe/po = 1.0. 
From the curves of figure 9(a) it is evident that for low flight 
Mach numbers and pressure only one point in a set of curves such as 
those of figure 4 woula. have a value of Pe/po .of 1.0 and it would 
be on the d branch. As the flight Mach number increases, the 
velocity through the ejector increases until the condition Pe/Po 
of 1.0 is obtained for three values of Pa/po (on a, b, and c branches 
of curves). This result gives three velues of thrust ratio as shown 
in figure 9(a) for r of 1.5 at high flight Mach numbers. The 
reasons for the curves ' at other conditions in figure 9 having the 
shape given can be derived from the general illustrations in like 
manner. The points of intersection of branches c and d of eome 
curves of figure 9 and subsequent figures is the point of choking 
at the miXing-tube exit. 
A study of figure 9 shows that generally thrust augmentation 
is obtained only at very low flight Mach numbers .. although for one 
set of conditions (r = 6.0, Tus/To = 9; figure 9(c» this does not 
even occur. The d-c continuous clU'ves have the downward then 
upward trend obtained by others as flight Mach number increases, but 
for the most part at high Mach numbers, thrust augmentation is shown 
only by the c branch which has been considered physically not 
possible. Turbojet engines vT1 th low heat input appear to benefit 
the most by using the ejector. At low fligh t Mach numbers the low 
pressure-rise ratio engine is benefitted more by using the~ector 
than t he high-ratio engine. At high Mach numbers the thrust of the 
engine wi t hout the ejector was decreased less when the ejector was 
used at high pressure-rise ratios than at low ratios. The greatest 
r 
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thrust augmentation obtained for all conditions shown in figure 9 was 
about 7.5 percent for the static conditions with an r of 1.5 and 
a Tus/To of 3.0 . This thrust increase decreased rapidly as the 
flight Mach number increased until at Mo of about 0.17 the thrust 
with the ejector was equal to the thrust without the ejector. 
O,ver small rar.ges of Mo in figure 9 for some ' condi tions only 
the thrust ratio for the c branch of the 
is considered not physically significant. 
expected to be obtained in the mixing tube 
actuating-jet conditions are those on the 
curve is obtained which 
The conditions that are 
for such flight and 
d branch with Pe/po 
beJ.llg other than 1.0 and depending on the flight Mach number. For 
this result, a thrust-ratio formula other than that given would be 
required to calculate the thrust augmentation. 
Curves similar to those of figure 9 are shown in figure 10 for 
the extreme values of pressure-rise ratio and temperature ratio used 
in figure 9 and for area ratios X of 3.0 and 6.0. The same trends 
with varia~ion of Mo ' r, and Tus/To noted in figure 9 for X 
of 1.5 are apparent in figure 10 for the higher area ratios. In 
general, thrust augmentation is obtained only at very low flight Mach 
numbers but the values are a little hi.gher than those of figure 9. 
Thus at X of 6, r of 1.5, and Tus/To of .3.0 the thrust ratio 
for. the static condi t ion is a little greater than 1.2. (See fig. 10(a).) 
" A~ t he low -pressure-rise ratio and high temperature ratio (fig. 10(a)) 
some tprus t augmerita tion is obtained at values of Mo from about ,' 
0.7 t o· l.Oj at the latter Mach number about 10 percent increa~e in 
: thrust ·being ob t ained for area ratios of 3.0 and 6.0. The latter 
condttion is an isolated instance, no thrust increase being obtained 
,for a ' grea,ter part of the range of Mo in figure 10 • 
. The result s of figures 9 and 10 have been cross plotted in 
figure 11 to determine the effect of area ratio X on thrust ratio 
for four constant flight Ma:~h numbers (Mo of 0, 0.6, 1.0, 8.::"1d '1.4). 
, I -
The thrust -ratio scales ar~ very small but the general picture of 
' effect of X for extrelp.e . values of ,pre~.sure -rise ratio and temperature 
ratio was desired in one .figure for ' easy comparison of trends rather 
than exact values of thrust ratio'. It is very evident fr.om figure 11 
that for the flight Mach numbers chosen, thrus t augmentation, is. 
obtained only at the static condition, the greatest amount being 
obtained at r of 1.5 and Tus/To of 3.0. . 
The curve for the static condition for r ,of 1.5 and Tus/To 
of' 3.Q in .figure 11 has been replotted to a larger' scale in figure 12, 
together with the thrust ratio for an area ratio .0f ,lO and the same 
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C!ondi Hens of r and Tue/To' This curve was drawn to obtain e. 
better idea of the thrust increases and to ascertain whether the 
increasing trend of thrust ratio with increase of X continued past 
X of 6.0. Figure 12 shows that the thrust ratio continues to 
increase over the rang~ of X shown being 1..075 at the lowest point 
and 1.28 at the highest point. The appreciable increases noted do 
not persist" as illustrated previously, at high flight speeds. For 
low pressure-rIse ratio sud high, heat input it can be deduced from 
figures 9 and 10 tha t for flight Mach numbers between 0.8 and 1.0 
the trend of thrust ratio with X is oppoai te to that shown in 
figure 12. The pressure -rise ratios p IPa corresponding to the 
, e , 
thrus t ratio values ' have also been plotted in figure 12, the trend 
with X , being opposite t o that of t he thrust ratios. The PelPa 
ra t io is a measure of the pumping effect of the ejector. 
The results' of the calculations to determine the thrust ratios 
using compressed air as the actuating gas and compare them with 
values using hot gas are given in figure 13. At the static condition, 
t he t hrust ratio wi t h the hot gas is 1.25 compared to 1.31 with the 
cold gas. The condi t ions giving the latter value simulate those of 
the test made in re·ference 5 as closely as possible with the exception 
that lid of 8, was used in the tests and lid of 10 in the ' 
theoretical calculations because the latter value is recommended for 
perr'ect mi:x:ing which is postulated in the theory ~ Any difference :in 
results due to friction through the small difference in lid should 
be negligible. The test in reference 5 gave a thrust ratio of 1.28 
" compared to the theoretical value of 1.3l . Comparison of an 
: experimental value ' in r eference 5 and · a value calculated from the 
theory f~r the same conditions. as those for the previous comparison 
bet:ween theoretical end eipe!'imenta;L values excep't X', wa:s 64 
ins'tead ,of 10 shmved a difference of about 6 percent (lo52 experimental; 
1.43 , theoretical). From the brief comparisons given it is 9uite . 
probable that the theory will give results that will be fairly accurate 
in the ra.nge of area ratios ' tha,t are practical for ejectors for jet-
propulsion engines. As the flight Mach number increased, the results 
in figure '13 show t hat th~ cold gas gives better thrust increases 
, ~~ to Mo of 0.17 after which the hot gas gives superior ,results. 
The resuit~ of figure 13 illustrate the importance of using 'hot 
actuating gas in e·jector experiments. The high thrust values ob-wined 
in laborat ories can be attributed in no small measure to , the use of 
compre~s~dair for actuating gas and in great measure to very higp 
values of X." ' 
. The assumption of uniform ~ressure, equal to Pa at the mixing-
tube inlet was used in ' t he results of figures 9 through 13. The effect 
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of nonuniformity of pressure at the inlet Pa/Pj not equal to 1.0 
on thrust r atio over a range of ratio of pressure of air to pressure 
of gas at the inlet is sho~n in figure 14. The two curves shovffi, 
one for low flight Mach numbor and the other for a high Mach number, 
were both calculated for the t.'~mperatureNratio condi t ion Tus/To 
equal to 9.0. At the low flight Mach number the variation of thrust 
ra t io was negligible over a 'Hide range of pressure ratios greater 
and less than 1.0 (Pa/I) J from about 0.6 to 1.4). For the same 
pressure-ratio range at the high flight Mach number t he thrust ratio 
decreased about 17 percent. The range of Pa/Pj was chosen to 
exceed the range of practical interest. Consequently, it is thought 
that the trends of thrust rat io with variation of the fundamental 
parame ters obtained with Pa/Pj ot' 1.0 will be affected little by 
practical changes of Pa/PJ' 
Nozzle at exit of mixing tube (Pd/Po = 1.0).- The thrust aug-
mentation obtained with ejectors with a nozzle at the miXing-tube 
exit for a fli~lt Mach number Mo of 0.8 and for the extreme values 
of a,rea ratio X, pressure-rise ratio r, and temperature ratio Tus/To 
used in figures 9 and 10 is given in figure 15 over a range of PalP a 
values. In all calculations the Pa/P j and Pd/Po ratios were 1.0. 
The reasons for the type of curves obtained, four branches with sGme 
conditions setting up a range of Pa/p
o 
values for which no solutions 
were obtained, has been discussed in the section on selection of 
conditions. For the conditions of figure 15, the use of an ejector 
with a miXing-tube exit noz zle provided no thrust increase over the 
entire range of Pa/p
o 
values for the solutions that are considered 
phYSically significant. 
The thrust augmentation with an exit nozzle at a flight Mach 
number of 2.0 and for conditions that are considered average for 
turbOjet engines with ejectors are shOim in figure 16 . Again no 
thrust increase was obtained when the e .jector was added for the solutions 
considered phYSically significant. Inasmuch as it has been shown 
that t he ejector was more beneficial at lOiv pressure-rise ratios r 
than at high ratios it was thought that decreaSing r from 6, t he 
value used in figure 16, to 1.5 might r esult in some gain in thrust, 
all ot her conditions of figure 16 r emaining the same. Consequently, 
a calculation of the thrust ratio for these conditions at a Pa/p
o 
value of 7 using a mixing- tube nozzle on the ejector was made. The 
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thrust ratio was 0.98 com~ared to 0.83 for the same Pa/p
o 
value 
shovJ!l in figure 16. The thrust increased appreciably but still was 
less than that for the case of no ejector being used. 
Mixj.ng tube discharging t o atmosl?here (Pe/po> 1 :0).- In the . 
general t rea t lllent (If t he floy' in the ejector it ,{as noted. that with 
subsonic fligh t s~eeds Pe/po could be greater or l ess than 1.0 if 
the flow a t the mixing- tube exit or ndxing-tube nozzle exit was 
supersonic and t he solution woul.d be "physically significant. Also, 
for a su~ersonic flight spee~, the condition is extended to include 
subsonic flow at t he mixing-tube exit or mixing- tube nozzle exit . 
Two isolated sets of conditions were chosen to calculate the thrust 
ratio for the case of an e,jector ,d th the mixing tube discharging to 
atmosphere but with Pe/po greater than 1.0, to shm{ the application 
of the general treatment to this case and to determine the possibilities 
of thnlSt augmentation . It is realized that no over-all conclusion 
as to the benefit deriving from using ejectors for such conditions 
can be made) bu.t a trend can nossibly be npted . 
On the basis of a formula de11 i ved by Paul R ~ Hill of the Langley 
Pilotless Airc:raft Research Division for thrust when the exit 
pressure does not equal the atmospheric pressure , the thrust ratio 
formula when Pe? Po using the mixing tube only vTaS found to be 
IT r 
M V ~ - Mo (X + l)(Pe 1) e l T I-. 0 1 1 "Po Pa \ T j \Pj; ¢' = (e + 1) - + 
;- M j Pa P j \ T;; 
(47) 
(-JE IT J! Mo MjFI - Mo MJFV T~ -I To 
Where ¢' 1s the thrust rat io when l?e does no t equal Po and Tj/To 
can be easily determined using equations (27 ) and (30). 
Pe/l?o = 1.0 equation. (47) reverts to equation (41). 
following sets of conditions, 
\fuen . 
For the 
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Condition Mo X Tus/Tos Pabo Pa/P j r 
43 1.2 1·5 .3 ~ o··· . '··2.2 1.0 ·1"5' 
44 1.2 1.5 3·0 .8 1.0 6.0 
! 
. . 
it was determined that the thrust ratio was 1.29 for r of 1.5 and 
0.88 for I' of 6.0. In both cases Pe/po was greater than 1.0. 
The Pa/po chosen for r of 1.5 gave a solution which was on the 
d branch of the curves (subsonic flow at mixing-tube exit and inlet) 
whereas the other solution was on the b branch ( supersonic flow 
at mixing-tube exit and inlet). The thrust ratio obtained for the 
one set of conditions is appreciable and shows promising results for 
the case of using only a mixing tube with no nozzle at i~s exit. It 
can be shown, however, that · .hen Me is supersonic and . Pe/po 1s 
greater or less than 1.0, addition of a nozzle ·at the mixing-tube 
exi t with Pd/Po equal to 1.0 \>Till increase the thrust of the 
installat icn with ejector ~thout the nozzle. 
The fact that from the present theory for ' the same .inlet conditions 
two physically possible solut ions are obtained, one on the a branch 
and one on the b branch of the curves, has been discussed fully, 
t he causes .for such solutions and the detennination of actual f 'low 
being given. This point especially arises for the case where Pe/po 
does not have to equal 1.0, the flight spe~d ·being , supersonic. 
For fric t ionless flow and on t he basis of .the momentum equation 
it can be shown that t he t hrust wi t h the e.jector can be calculated on 
t he basis of miXing-tube inle t conditions instead of the exit 
conditions .. Inasmuch as the friction term was also based on the 
secondary-air inlet velocity, the thrust 'i>Ti th the ejector can be 
calculated in the. present report on the ba~is of inlet conditions 
even with friction. As the same inlet conditions serve to give two 
sets of conditions at the exit, . a . and b branches, it is obvious 
that the thrusts for both sets of conditions are" equal. Consequently, 
from a thrust standpoint, which flow, a or b branch solution, 
will occur is not important. 
;. 
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Thrust Augmentation of Ram-Jet Units 
Mixing tube ~ischarging to atmosphe~e (Pe/po = 1 .0) .- The 
results of the calculati ons to determine the thrust, augmentation 
obtained by using ejectors with no nozzle at the mixing- tube exit 
of ram-jet power units are given in the following table for three 
supersonic flight Mach numbers at a low and high-area ratio X. 
In the calculations the pressure at the miXing-tube inlet was 
assumed to be uniform an~ ~qual. to . Pa. (Palpj = 1.0). 
.. 
Flight Mach Thrus·t Branch pf general curves 
Area ratio number ratio on 'which solution falls 
.' 
X M .. 0 , 
1.5 1.4 1.42 c l 
." 
2.0 , -1.,40- a 
.. 
, 
. . 
• 52 b 
... 
1.81 c l 
3 '~O -2.45 . 
' . 
a 
: . 60 b 
.. 
0 1 2 ,Q7. ; 
.. ' 
. 
6.0 1.4 -} .45 , a 
' .. 
, . 
.' .. ~ 
:74 .. , b :t ' .: ., -L' , .. 
. .. 
, ' 
.. 
. ... 1.~9 .' 0 1 
, 
" 
2-· .. 0 
-6.29 ' ' a , . 
, ,. .. '. ; 
':" .13,· .. b , : ... 
.' 
.. 
2.67 0 1 
3·0 -8.83 a 
-.12 b 
3.50 c l 
,Jconsidered not phySically significant 
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The results i n the table show that over the range of cond.! tions 
given the only solutions showing augmentation of thrust are those 
for the c branch of the curve which is not considered physically 
attainable . The c --branch results show. values in the range of 
calculated results of other ejector reports at high flight speeds. 
Very probabl;r these other results have the same physical 
limitations as the present results. The discussion given in a 
previous section where figure 9 results were presented on the flows 
that will actually be obtained for a Pa/po value that results 
in a solution on the c branch of the curves applies again here. 
The pressure ratio Pe/po for the actual flows would be other 
than 1 .0 and equation (47 ) would be used to calculate the thrust 
ratio . The thrust ratios calculated by means of equation (~7) for 
the ac t ual flows, which it is thought should be used in place of 
the c - branch t hrust ratios given in the foregoing table, would 
~ossibly show that the ejector aided the thrust . Also, for some 
ot her inle t conditions CPa /po yalue) for which Pe/po was not 
equal t.o 1.0, which is physically possible for all three branches a, 
b, and d, of the curves because t he flight Mach number is super-
sonic, might show a gain in thrust through use of an ejector . No 
calculations of thrust ratio for the conditions discussed here were 
made because t he thrust-augmentation problem is only given to 
illustrate the application of the compl'essible flow 'treatment and 
the work was purposely limited. 
Nozzle at exit of mixing tube (Pd/Po = 1 .0) . - The thrust 
augmentation of ram- jet units obtBined with a nozzle pl aced at the 
exit of the mixing tube of the ejector for flight Mach numbers of 1 .4, 
2 .0, and 3.0 at two values of area ratio, X of 1 .5 and 6.0 , is . 
given in figure 17 . It .is apparent from the figure that the thrust 
augmenta tion obtained for inlet conditions such that the d branch 
of the curves is applicable is appreciable . The thrust ratios for 
the condition of subsonic flow at the inlet and sonic at the exit 
of the mixing t~be (lower limit of d branch) ·obtained from the 
figure are given in the following table. 
I 
Area ratio Flight Mach number Thrust ratio 
X Mo ¢ 
1.5 1.4 1. 34 
--
2 .0 '1033 
3·0 1.29 
- 6 .0 1 .4 1 .36 
2 .0 1 .44 
3.0 1. 37 
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As Pa/po increases above the value for which choking occurs at 
the e~it the thrus t ratio increases somewhat. At the upper Pa/Po 
limit, for instance , at Mo of 1.4 and X of 6.0 the thrust 
rat io is about 1.7. The results shown give promise of improvement . 
of performance of airplanes or missiles at high speeds by applying 
ejec t ors when the mass of fluid flowi ng through the ram-jet unit 
wi thout and wi t h t he ejector is the same. The practical aspects 
of providing metals or coo'.i ng t o withstand the high temperatures 
do~~s tream of the jet uni t t hat exis t for the conditions given are 
problems not cons i dered herein. Experiment s by other investigators 
wi t.h supersonic nozzles have IBhown t hat the thrust of jet-propulsion 
devices is decreased li t t le by cut ting off the end of nozzles placed 
a t. the exi t of t he je t uni t . This can be shown to be true only for 
low supersonic Mach nQmbers at the nozzle exit. Consequently, it 
is ~ossible that t he thrus t augmentation with no nozzle at the 
miXing- t ube exit for those cases discussed in the preceding section 
on ram- jet uni t s f or which the nozzle exit Much number d'oes not 
greatly exceed a value of 1 .0 would be only a little les~ than the 
values given in the preceding table. 
Qom~a~ison of thrust augmentation of small ram jets with 
e.1ectors 8...."'1.9- large ram ,iets wi thout e,jec tors of equal external 
frontaU.l~'- The ratio of t he thrus t of the large ram jet without 
an eject or to the thrust of the small ra~' jet with an ejector, using 
the same fuel quantity in each case but with the combustion air flow 
in the former case equal to the sum of the primary and secondary air 
flow in the latter c.ase, are given in the following table. For these 
conditions with all air taken in at the front of the installations 
and for the same altitude in both cases, the frontal areas of the 
setups have been assumed equal. The table in effect gives the ratio 
of thrusts obtained by either enlarging the jet area or increasing 
the area the same amount by adding an ejector. 
I Area ratio Flight Mach number Thrust ratio 
1.5 1.4 1.80 
2.0 1.70 
3.0 1.56 
6.0 1.4 , 2.12 
2.0 2.01 
. 3.0 I 1.82 
I 
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From these results it is evident that the thrust of a small ram jet 
can be increased more by e~larging it than "by adding an ejector with 
a nozzle at the mixing- t ube exit. The ram- jet wi t h the ejector has 
the advantage of the cooling acUon of the secondary air which is 
im~ortant at the high temperatures encountered. An advantage of the 
large ram Je t is t hat because of its low fuel-air ratio the dissocia-
tion losses are 101v and, consequent ly, the heat input as well as 
the effidency is hig."l-J.er than for the small ram jet. If it had been 
pos t ula t ed that. the secondary air for the ejector would be taken in 
at the rear of the installation so that the frontal area of the small 
ram-jet ins t allation would be less than that of the large ram-jet 
in,stallation, it is thought that the thrust increase due to smaller 
installation size would not have overcome the large increase of 
thrust when the large ram jet is used. 
GENERAL "DISCUSSION 
The foregoing sections have given the general treatment of 
compressible flow in an e jector and an application of it to a particular 
problem. The latter work was not cOD~lete as it was not the object 
to explore the possible application of ejectors to jet-prop~l~ion units 
thorougb.l? The present section has been written with the object of 
8i ving a 'crief outline of t he methods of application of the theory to 
some other problems , a summary pic ture of the possibilities of the 
ejector as a thrust d.evice for jet-propulsion units, and some future 
wo:rk needed. 
Outline of Methods of Applying the General Theory 
to Some Other ProbleIDB 
Pum~in~.- The ejector as a cooling augment or operates as a pump 
t o cause air to flow from a region of low. pressure to one of high 
pressure at the ejector exi t . The r egion of low pressure can be a 
space behind an air-cooled internal-combustion engine or the exit 
of a duc t passing around a jet-propulsion engine, the alr passing 
through t he duct cooling the surface of t he metal enclosure around 
the engine. As a pump t he eject or shows promise, but the practical 
aspects of the problems, such as structural failure due to vibration, 
are difficul t t o overcome. The e jector has been explored more 
completely from the standpoint of cooling augmentation of internal-
combustion engines than for any other purpose. A theory for the 
latter purpose and some experimental results have been given by 
Manganiello and Bogatsky in reference 12. In the present section, 
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the general theory has been applied more specifically to the 
problem of jet engine cooling where compressible effects are more 
liab~e to occur. The theory :presented belm., can be applied, hm-rever, 
to intel~al-combustien engine cooling. 
From cooling theory. it can be shovm that ,·rhen an ejector is 
used on an engine the ejector parameters Ha/po' ~/po' Tus/TasJ 
and e are fixed for given conditions of altitude, flight speed, 
engine power, fuel-air ratio, and engine or metal surface temperatures. 
The problem resolves itself into determining tho area ratio X 
and Pa/po for the parruneters Ha/po J ~/po' and Tus/Tas such 
that the desired ratio of air masses 0 is obtained. The total 
pressv.re H and. stagnation temperaturos Tus are the condi tiona u . 
of the ex..l1aust gas downstream of the engine. From the general . 
theory it can be shown that 't·ri th a pressure Ha at the inlet and 
if Pa/Pj is assumed equal to 1.0, the cooling aesib~ problem is 
solved by plotting Pe/po and e versus Pa/po for ranges of the 
latter from ° te Ha/po for the conditioIlD given and for several 
values of X using equations (26) , (29), (31), (32), (33), (36), 
(37), and (38) to determine Po/po and e. In the equations the 
/ 1 1 - 1 ~ '1 2 T /~ th Pa :PJ' + --2-- 1' 0' us - os' ana. r terms are replaced .. ri LO, 
1-1 
(Ha/Po)--r-~ Tus/Tas, and I\/Ha: respectively, vTherever they occur. 
~le ejector desien X is chosen from the sets of curves for each X 
such that e i s obtained for a pl'lysic8.l1y significant solution. 
Thrust augmeptatj,gn of internal-combustion engines. - The 
problem of attacbing ejectors to exhaust pipes of internal-
combustion engines to augment the thrust of the propeller-driven 
airplane has been considered from time to time. Some thrust 
increase has been obtained in some cases (references 4 and 13). 
If intermittent jet effects are disregarded, the dotermination of 
the flm·[ conditions that .. Till exist in the ejector can be 
accomplished by using the general treatment in exactly the same 
manner as that used in the problem given as an oxample in the 
present report. The thrust-ratio equations will be somewhat 
di.fferent, however, from those given for that problem. 
Future Explorations of Ejector Problems 
. 
For the conditions, studies and neglecting duct losses up to 
the ejoctor and extra outside losses due to the ojector, the present 
calculations shm.,ed thrust aU@llentation of jet-propulsion lmits 
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for some isolated cases. The extreme limits of thrust ratio 
obtained for each set of conditions listed jon table I or in the 
special table for vThieh Pe/Po was not 1.0 , are given in table II. 
In general, thrust increases w'ere obtained at take -off when the 
ejector '-Tas used 8l1d for high subsonic flight Mach numbers when the 
pressure -rise ratio was 1m..,. and heat input high. The effect of 
increase uf the arGa ratiO X at lov Mach numbers when thrust 
augmentati,on was obtained 'Vras to increas6 the thrust ~dth the ejector, 
but, in general, the reverse w'as true at high speeds vThen the mixing 
tube only was used. Except for take-off thrust augmentation, the 
only thrUst augmentation that gave promise of increasing tho per-
formance of jet units appreclably i.;aS that obtained for ram-j et 
units at super sonic flight speeds using a nozzle at the miXing-tube 
exi t. The effect of an lncrease of X for the latter cases ,vas to 
increase the thrust, which effect is opposite to that given for 
some conditions vri th mixing tube alone at high subsonic speeds. It 
was also shown, hovrever) that a large ram jet using no more fuel 
than the small ram jet vri th the ejector ,'rould give more thrust than 
the lattor power plant. Where cooling or boundary-layer control 
is required in addition to thrust increase , however) the use of 
ejectors v1i th small ram jets is desirable. 
Al though the addition of an ejector did not shoyr great promise 
of perfo~2illce increase of jet-propulsion units from the limited 
study m~~c herein, further work should 'be done to explore the 
perforulll1ce to be obtained for greater ranges of conditions including 
those for which physical solutions are possible ,,,hen the pressure 
a t the exit of the mixing tube Pe and at the exit of the mixing-
tube nozzle Pd do not equal the atmospheric pressure . There were 
indications as pointed out in the report that such conditions may 
be beneficial to performance. The use of a method of analysis 
whereby the velocity of the airplane is constant with and without 
the ejector, which postulates a change of air plane size because 
the thrust changes ) and a change in the size of the jet nozzle when 
the ejector is used to obtain the same mass of Bas as "Then the 
ej€ictor is not used, may not be suited to all purposes. A method 
of analysiS otiler than that given wov~d be needed for each specific 
problem. 
Inasmuch as differences be~Teen results calculated from the 
present theory and experimental results were generally much less 
than those given heretofore in the literature, the application of 
the theory to other problems can be made vrith greater confidence. 
The pumping problem should be explored) especially in th reBard to 
ranges of conditions as exist for cooling of jet-propulSion installations. 
An advantage of use of the ejector is the possibility of noise reduction 
to be obtained by its uses "hich is espeCially i mportant on commercial 
airplanes vrith the r apid gl'm.rth of airports around communi ties that is 
expectetl. 
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Fundamental ~TOrk of a theoretical and experimental nature on 
the mixing of gases should be made ",hich '-Till have application to 
all problems of ejector applicaMon and to other flow fields. Some 
i-lork exists on the mJxing theor y (references 1, 2, and 14) which should 
be followed up to obtain a more complete theory. The existence or 
nonexistence pf flow condi tlona ,o/hlch were ~uestionable in the fore-
going analysis, such as various comlJinations of supersonic Mach numbers 
at the mixing-tube exit and su:personic and subsoniC Mach numbers of 
the primary gas and secondary air at the mixing-tube inlet, should be 
determined, as the performance to be obtained for some flows 'ls 
appreciable. The work should be extended to include multiejectors as 
well as s ingle ejectors because most experiments shm-l the former to 
be superior with respect to thrust augmentation. The· efficiencies 
of the systems as well as the thrust augmentation should be included 
in order to obtain the over-all :picture of the use of ejectors. The 
ex:perimente.l "Tork should be dono ,d th heated auonentation air and for 
conditions other than static in case good thrust increases ·are 
indicated by further exploration. ~'he practical problems involved 
because of vibration and high temperatures 'fill also re~uire much 
experimental 'wrk. 
The launching of such programs as outlined depends on further 
exploration of the ejector possibilities for which tho present general 
treatment vas derived as thr::: first step in such exploration and as 
the primary object of this report. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
1. A comprehensive treatment of compressiblo flow in single 
ejectors in th straight circular mixing tubes has been developed 
"Thich has led to a method ",i th certain Umi ta,tions which permits 
calculation of physical conditions in ejectors of varying geometries 
for any set of flOl-l actuating condi tions. 
2. Certain assumptions, for example, the perfect mixing of 
the fluids in the mixing tube are of questionable validity. It is 
thought, however, based in part on calculations made, that .for 
practical purposes satisfactory agreement between calculated and 
experimental conditions in an ejector using tho present theory 
"'ill be obtained. 
3. The general theory can be applied to any problem concerned 
with pumping or thrust augmentation to bo obtained through use of 
ejectors , as all such problems involve Imowledge of physical 
conditions in the ojector. 
l 
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4. From the example used to show the application of the general 
theory to the problem of thrust augmentation of jet'1lropulsion 
engines with addition of sinele ejectors whose geometry was varied 
to obte.in ideal cond.l tions through the flight range, it ",as 
determined over a limited range of exploratory conditions that 
generally at take-off but otherwise only in isolated instances for 
certa i n combinatj.ons of f light end ongine conditions ,vas the thrust 
increased. The thrust was often decreased rather than increased 
whon the ejector was added. 
5. If an ejector with a nozzle s.t the miXing -tube exit. i s 
added to a ram-jet installation operating at supersonic fli ght speeds 
for the direct purpose of using the secondary air for cooling or 
boundary -layer control) good t hrust auementa tlon is obtained. as an 
indirect result. For the direct purpose of thrust augmentation, 
however , more thrust Js obte.i ned ",ith a large ram-jet installation 
,-;1thout an ejector whose mass flow r ate is equal to the sum of the 
prj.mary and secondary f1m1 rates. in the ejector setup. 
6. In the calculations it 1ms necessary to rule out certa.in 
solutions that 1·rere cons idered physically impossible and for which 
very optimistic thrv.st-augmentation resul ts were obtained. Previously 
reported optimistic calculated result s of other inves tigators very 
probably are based on such physically imposs ible solutions . 
7. Although the calculations in the example showed only 
isolated instances of thrus t augmenta tion of Jet engines through 
1.1Se of ejectors, no conclusion as regards their use for this 
purposo can be made until the problem is explored for greater 
ranges of conditions than those used in this report which vera 
limi ted because the object of the example 1V8S only to show the 
appl ication of the theory. 
8'.: On the pasis of the present work and 1vork of ot..l1ers · on 
pumpine, the ejec:t;or shows Borne promise s'o that :more . exploratory 
work using tho present theory to determine ·performance results for 
other problems and fundamental experimental research to determine 
mixing processes are '·larranted. 
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory 
'Natic;mal ;Advisory ·Comm;i t t ee for Aeronautics 
Langley Field) Va. 
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TABLE I 
CONDITIONS USED IN THRUST AUGMENTATION CALCULATIONS 
Condl tto n Type of li d X M o r TulTo pa/Pj Ejector Air-fue l 
u n It constructwn roti.o 
I 15 
2 3.0 3 3 6.0 
4 12.0 
5 /.5 
6 1.5 3.0 6 
7 6.0 
8 12.0 
9 1.5 
10 0-1.4 3.0 9 
/I Turbo- 6.0 ).0 Straight 
12 jet 12.0 ci.xcular 
-13 ~ 3 mixing 
14 ~ 1.5 tube 
15 ~ 9 
16 ~ 
17 ~. 3 
18 ~ 12.0. 
19 
1
3
.0 9 20 6.0 
2 1 10 10.0 0 1.5 3 
22 6.0 D.4ond 1.4 Ic.O 9 0.2-1.4 
23 Laboratory ~ 0-0..8 3530 1.038 24 t ~st 10.0 ~ 4.63 25 Slmu/ati.on 64.0. 0 1.038 
26 1. 5 /.5 3 27 Turbo- 0.8 12.0 9 Nozzl e ot 
28 
f--
jei. 1.5 3 mLxing-tube 
29 6.0 IZ.O 9 exit 
30 2.0 6.0 3 
3 1 1.4 
32 1.5 2.0. 1.0. Stro ight 
33 3.0 circular 
34 1.4 mixing 
35 6.0 2. 0 tube 
36 R o m j et 3 .0 1.0 1;s "bT 15 37 IA To 
38 1.5 2.0 N ozz le a t: 
39 3.0. mix inq - tube 
40 1.11 " X i t 
41 6.0 2.0. 
42 3.0 
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TABLE II 
RANGE OF PHYSICALLY POSSIBLE 'mRUST RATIOS 
Condition 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
OBTAJNED FOR EACH SET OF CCliDITICfiS USED 
Range of '~et ratios ¢ 
Pe!po or Pd/Po - 1.0 Pe/po > 1.0 
-2,02 to 1.0'7 
-1.32 to 1.08 
-.99 to .93 
- .52 to .94 
-.82 to 1.05 
-.59 to 1.05 
- .46 to .~8 
- .38 to .98 
- .27 to 1.08 
- .27 to 1.05 
- .22 to .81 
- .190 to 1.00 
-3.52 
-6.54 
-1.00 
-2.79 
-1.22 
-2.04 
- ·39 
-.89 
Mo' 0.4 .91 
Mo' 1.4 .56 
-9.00 
.35 
-.90 
- .26 
-4.85 
-.68 
-3.66 
Solution on c 
-1.40 
-2 .. 45 
-3·45 
-6.29 
-8.83 
-2.10 
-1.40 
-.65 
-8.60 
-2.41 
-3.88 
to 1.14 
to 1.22 
to 1.13 
to 1.20 
to .92 
to 1.21 
to .77 
to 1.10 
1.28 
to .98 
to .74 
to 1.31 
to 1.25 
1.43 
to .96 
to .98 
to .89 
to .98 
to .85 
branch 
to 
·52 
to .60 
to -.74 
to -.13 
to -.12 
to 1.51 
to 1.43 
to 1.33 
to 1.76 
to 1.64-
to 1.47 
1.29 
.88 
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Figure 1. - Jet -propelled airplane illustrating installation of ej ector. 
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Figure 2. - Ejector-jet system illustrating nomenclature. 
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Figure 3. - Variation of Mach number with ratio of static pressure to 
stagnation pressure. 
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Figure 4. - Effect of heating on conditions in mixing tube (r, 1.0; X, 1.0; 
Mo ' 1.4 or Ho/po' 3.18; without friction). 
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Figure 5. - Effect of pressure-rise ratio, r, of actuating jet on 
conditions in mixing tube without heat (X , 1.0; Mo ' 1.4 or 
Ho/po' 3.18; T us/T os' 1.0; without friction). 
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Figure 6. - Effect of pressure-rise ratio, r, of actuating jet on con-
ditions in mixing tube with heat (X , 3; Mo , 1.4 or Ho/po' 3.18; 
Tus/Tos, 3.16; without friction). 
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Figure 7. - Effect of ratio of secondary-air area at mixing-tube inlet to 
area of jet nozzle exit, X, on conditions in mixing tube (r, 6.0; 
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Figure 8.- Effect of friction on conditions in mixing tube (X, 1.5; 
Mo ' 0. 8 or Ho/Po' 1.54; Tus/Tos, 2.66). 
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(a) Tus/To' 3.0. 
Figure 9.- Effect of heat, Tus/To' and pressure-rise ratio, r, of 
actuating jet on thrust augmentation over a range of free-stream Mach 
numbers (X , 1.5; with friction; Pe/po' 1.0). 
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(a) Pressure-rise ratio, r, 1.5. 
Figure 10.- Effect of heat, Tus/To, and pressure-rise ratio, r, of 
actuating jet on thrust augmentation over a range of free-stream Mach 
numbers (X, 3.0 and 6.0; with friction; Pe/po ' 1.0). 
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(b) Pressure-rise ratio , r, 12.0. 
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Fig. 11 NACA RM No. L6L23 
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Figure 11. - Effect of area ratio, X, on thrust augmentation for several 
free -stream Mach numbers. 
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Figure 12. - Effect of 3.r ea r atio , X , on thrust ratio and pressure-rise 
ratio in mixing tube (Mo ' 0; r, 15; T us/To' 3.0). 
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Figure 13. - Effect of uSing compressed air and heated gas as the 
actuating fluid on thrust ratios over a range of flight Mach numbers 
(X , 10; r, 3530/Ho ; Po' 2116 lb/sq ft; L/d, 10). 
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Figure 14. - Effect of ratio of pressures of secondary air and primary 
air at mixing-tube inlet, Pa/Pj' on thrust ratio (r, 12.0; with 
friction; Pe/p 0' 1.0, X, 6.0). 
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Figure 15 . - Thrust augmentation of turbojet installations with a: nozzle 
at ejec~or mixing-tube exit (Mo ' 0 .8). 
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Figure 16. - Thrust augmentation of turbojet installations with a nozzle 
at ejector mixing-tube exit (Mo ' 2.0). 
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Figure 17. - Thrust augmentation of ram -jet installations with a nozzle 
at ejector mixing-tube exit (r, 1.0; air -fuel ratio, 15). 
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